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Abstract 

The purpose of this Thesis is to study, from the mathematical point of view, a 
new type of questions about finite automata, questions motivated by looking at  
automata as toy models of physical particles. 

Working along the line of research initiated by Moore, two computational com- 
plement arity principles are studied, (for finite-deterministic, complete or incom- 
plete, nondeterministic-automata with outputs but no initial states) both theo- 
retically and experimentally; they mimic the physical complementarity and the 
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen effect. 

Automata are studied via simulations (informally, the automaton A is simu- 
lated by the automaton B if B can perform all computations A can execute and 
produces the same outputs; two automata are equivalent in case they sirn~lat~e 
each other). A new type of minimization problem will be solved and the solution 
is proved to be unique up to an isomorphism; the minimal automaton equivalent 
to a given automaton can be constructed only in terms of outputs for deterministic 
complete or incomplete automata, but one needs the whole internal machinery for 
nondeterministic automata. It happens that minimal automata are exactly the 
automata which may feature computational complementarity. 

Even if the original motivation will remain only metaphorical, the physical mo- 
tivation was good to suggest new definitions and constructions (simulation, univer- 
sality, complementarity) leading to new mathematical results (existence of universal 
finite automaton, solving in a new way the minimalization problem for nondeter- 
ministic automata). 
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Electronic computers perform computations by moving electrons around, so the
physical restrictions of an electron moving through matter determine how fast such

computers can run. Computer speed is limited by a) how fast the computer can

move information from where it is now to where it has to go next and b) by how
fast that information can be processed once it gets there.l

This limitation is rather fundamental, because the fastest possible speed for in-
formation transmission is the speed of light, and the speed of an electron is already
a substantial fraction of this. So, instead of improving the speed of computer de'
vices one can concentrate in the speed-up of computation. At a first glance, these

may sound iike the same thing, until one realizes that the number of operations re-
quired to perform a computation is determined not only by hardware performance,
but by the algorithrn used to perform the computation. An efficient algorithm can
perform a computation much more quickly than can an inefficient algorithm, even

if there is no change in the computer hardware. Even more, there are computable
problems for which any change in the hardware will essentially make no difference
for their algorithmic solution. So further improvement in the design of algorithms
offers a possible route to continuing to make computers faster and a better ex-
ploitation of parallel operations2 is one of the most promising ways of increasing
computing effi.ciency.

This Thesis is devoted to a mathematical study of some limitations imposed to
classical computers as a consequence of Bohr's physical complementarity, a phe-

nomenon which includes as a particular case Heisenberg's uncertainty principle.
The difficulties in understanding and conceptualizing the physical complementar-
ity phenomenon, rather inevitable consequences of the quantum formalism, have
motivated the study of extremely simple models featuring complementarity.

Working along the line of research i:ritiated by Moore, two computational

lHere is a nice example due to S. Lloyd: "Consider a garden hose: When you turn on the
faucet, how long does it take for water to come out the other end? If the hose is empty, then
the amount of time is equal to the length of the hose divided by the velocity at which water
flows down the hose. If the hose is full, then the amount of time it takes for water to emerge is

the length of the hose divided by the velocity at which an impulse propagates down the hose, a
velocity approximately equal to the speed of sound in water."

2As a result of, for exarnple, quantum-rnechanical effects.
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complementarity principles3 are studied, both theoretically (by means of finite-
deterministic, complete or incomplete, nondeterministic-automata with outputs
but no initial states) and experimentally (for the case of four-states complete de-

terministic automata). Automata are studied via simulations (informally the au-

tomaton A is simulated by the automaton B if B can perform all computations A
can execute and produces the sarne outputs; two automata are equivalent in case

they simulate each other).
Motivated by physical considerations we discuss a new type of minimization

problem. We solve this problem and the solution is proved to be unique up to
an isomorphism; the minimal automaton equivalent to a given automaton can be

constructed only in terms of outputs for deterministic complete or incomplete au-

tomata, but one needs the whole internal machinery for nondeterministic automata.
It happens that minimal automata are exactly the automata which may feature
computational complementarity.

The material is organized as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 are mainly introductory;
they contain a brief overview of the current understanding of Bohr's physical com-
plementarity and a few mathematical facts necessary for our theoretical considera-

tions. In Chapter 4 we study various types of automata simulations in an attempt
to model elementary particle behaviour via automata. Chapter 5 describes two
types of computational complementa.rity mainly by critically examining Moore's
Theorem [56] termed the "uncertainty principle" by Conway lZZ, p. 21] and "com-
putational complementarity" by Finkelstein and Finkelstein [29]. Chapter 6 states

and solves the minimization problem and relates minimality to universality. Chap
ter 7 discusses some experiments with four-states deterministic automata; to make

the programs relatively short we have developed some rudiments of a theory of
operators acting on an autornaton space of states. Very complex four-states au-
tomata, i.e. automata having an operator monoid size greater or equal than 58, are

reuersible. This supports a conjecture relating complexity and reversibility: highlg
complex automata are reuersible.4 Finallg the last chapter enumerates some open
problems.

The Thesis contains some of the author's contributions to a few joint papers:

[13, L2, 14, 15, 16]; however, I have included some results which have not been

published. Finally I would like to notice that the organization of the Thesis is

completely different from the way the results were originally obtained: it goes

from the general case (nondeterministic) to the most particular case (complete
deterministic).

3They are abstract toy models featuring physical complementarity.
4This fact might be interesting in the context of quantum computation.



Chapter 2

Physical Complementarity

Today scientists describe the universe in terms of two fundamental theories: the
general theory of relativity and quantum mechanics. The theory of relativity do
scribes the force of gravity and the large-scale structure of the universe. Quantum
mechanics deals with phenomena on extremely small scales. Relativity altered the
classical concept of physical objectivity but left open the possibility of a supreme

mathematician who, in Einstein's view, neither cheats nor plays dice. Quantum
mechanics went one step further: it not only did situate the experimenter in the
universe, but it stated that the experimenter can be modeled as a "sturdy, classical

entity" composed of a macroscopic number of microscopic objects. Nevertheless,

the experimenter can neither predict nor control certain "spontaneous" microphys-
ical events: the observer is bound by complementarityl-that is, informally speak-

ing, either experiences one certain type of observation, (exclusive) or a different,
complementary one.

The unity of classical physics is replaced by a duali,ty in quantum mechanics: we

are forced to simultaneously hold in our minds two mutually inconsistent pictures
of the same objects: "particle" and "wave".2

In spite of the fact that physical complementarity B,ppears to be a rather
straightforward consequence of the quantum formalism, the conceptualization of
complementarity is highly controversial causing considerable attention, concern,

thought and neglect (see Jammer [45, 46j). Indeed, physical complementarity is

tied up with measurement, a highly nontrivial matter, as contemplations by Wigner

[77], Wheeler [75], and Bell [4], among many others, show.

How subtle the issue may get can be best demonstrated by the fact that in cer-

tain instances it is possible to "reconstruct" the quantum wave function after its
alleged "collapse" (see Greenberger and Yasin [39]). Thereby, not a single (quan-
tum) bit of information should remain available from the previous "measurement".
In such a scenario, it is possible to "measure" complementary observables: the price

rA term invented by Bohr.
zThere are at least two philosophical attitudes which can be adopted: a) admit that our

knowledge is partial, b) claim that these seemingly contradictory descriptions do not simulta-
neously erist. In either case we would say, following Bohr, that position is complementary to
momentum and energy is complementary to time.
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to be paid amounts to the total ignorance of the first "measurement outcome".
Recently, schemes for an "interaction-free wave function collapse" associated

with "interaction-free" measurement schemes have got renewed attention (see, for
example, Dicke [23], Elitzur and Vaidman [26], Vaidman[72], Kwiat, Weinfurter,
Herzog, Zeilinger and Kasevich [a8]). Compare Bohr's statement (cf. [8], reprinted
in Wheeler and Zurek [76, p. 89 and 103])

... the quantum postulate i,mplies that any obsensation of atomi'c phe-

nornena will inuolue an interaction with the agency of obseraation not
to be neglected. . .. the impossibi,li,ty of neglecting the i,nteraction with
the agencE of measurement means that euery obseraation introduces a

n,ew uncontrollable element. Indeed, it follows .. . that the measurement
of the positi,onal co-ord'inates of a parti,cle i,s accompanied not only by a

fini,te change in the dynamical uariables, but also the fi,rati,on of its posi-

tion means a complete rupture i,n the causal descripti,on of i.ts dynamical
behauiour, while the determinati,on of its momentum always implies a
gap i,n the knowledge of its spatial propagati,on.

with Gabor's statement [32, p. 1241,

No obseruation can be rnade with less than one quantum passing through
the obsented object.

The "folklore" understanding of complementarity, in general, and the Heisen-
berg uncertainty relation, in particular, is the existence of certain (complementary)
features of a quantum system which cannot be measured and predicted simulta-
neously with arbitrary accuracy. The first (but not last) attempt to overcome a
certain vagueness in its definition (cf. Ballentine [1, pp. 364367]) has been under-
taken by Pauli [S7], who called two classical concepts complementary

i,f the applicabilitg [[operationalizability]l of the one (e.9., position coor-
d,inate) stands i,n the relation of erclusion to that [[operationalizabi,Ii,ty]l
of the other (e.g., momentum)

in the sense that any experimental setup for measuring one object interferes de-

structively with any experimental setup for measuring the other object (see Jammer

[45, p. 355]).
The "canonical" understanding of complementarity is expressed in Messiah [53,

p. 15al

The description of properti,es of m'icroscopic objects i,n classical tenns
requires pairs of complementary uariables; the accuracy 'in one n'Lenz-

ber of the pair cannot be 'improued w'ithout a coryesportd'ing loss in the
o,ccuracq of the other member.

It is 'impossible to perform n'Leasuren'Lents of pos'it'ion n and mornentum
p wi,th uncerta'i,nti,es (defined by the root-mean square deuiat'ions) Lr
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anil, Ap su;eh' ths,t lke,pduct of 'LnAp ip srtualler than a:. eo,nntaml unit
of aetion !.

Complementarlty rnaintains that warc and p.'article are mutaally *clusdae eon-

eepts: when a p.dirt"lcular exper,imeut ghows one, the otheris absent and the tvio ean

never be knovrn shnultaneously, l\s e consequencq it is irnpossibt to know e\i€ry-

thins abou,t the wodd; indeedn w.e. can only know half o-f errerything. In Prigogine's

words [oz, p. sr],

tke uarld, ib ri,eker tksn i't, is pastible to e,upress im any single language..

Is it possible to get around this timit eomehow? Einstein has eonstantly souglt
a means to do so; but the debate contiues to the p.resent day,



Chapter 3

Mathematical Background

We begin by introducing some notations and basic definitions.
If S is a finite set, then l.9l denotes the cardinality of .9. A, partial function

f , A 3 B is a function defined for some elements from A. By 2A we denote the
power set of A, i.e., the set of all subsets of ,4. In case / is not defined on a € A
wewrite f(o):m. Let D(f):{aeAlf(")**} denotethedomainof /. If
D(f): A, we say that f is totat. Two partial functions / and g are equall, when
D(f): D(9) and f (o):9(a), for every a e D(f),

If E is a finite set, called alphabet, then X* stands for the set of all finite words
over I; the empty word is denoted by ,\. Put, D+ : t. \ {}}. By trl* we mean the
set of all powers wi, i ) 0, of the word u € E* whereas ?r* : 1t* U {)}. The length
of a word ar is denoted by ltrl.

A finite automaton, in the classical sense, reads words ul over a fixed alphabet
E, Ietter by letter in discrete steps. It has a finite number of internal states, a

specific initial state and a specific set of final states. At each moment of time, it is
in one of these states. The state at the next moment depends on the state and the
symbol read at the present moment. In this sense, the reading of a letter causes a
state transiti,on. The automaton begins by reading the first letter of u.r in the initial
state. The word is accepted by the automaton if it causes some sequence of state
transitions leading to some final state after the whole word ur has been read. All
accepted words constitute the language accepted by the automaton. Formally (see

Kuick and Salomaa [ l) a finite automaton over X is a 4-tuple A: (Q, M,qo, F)
where

o Q is a finite nonempty set of states,

c M € 2Eaxa is a square matrix, specifing the state transitions,

o qo € Q is the initial state,

o F g Q is the set of final states.

In 1956 Moore was the first to study some experiments on finite deterministic
automata in an attempt to understand what kind of conclusions about the internal

rWe write simply I : g.
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conditions of a finite machine it is possible to draw from input-output experiments.
The main conclusion of these studies is that it is impossible to determine the initial
state of an automaton, and consequently a discrete rnodel of Heisenberg uncertainty
has been suggested. For this airn the notion of automaton with initial state is not
adequate so in what foilows we will use a different deflnition for a finite automaton
which does not include lhe i,nitial states.

We fix two finite alphabets X and O: X contains input symbols, and O contains
output symbols.z A nondeterministic fi,ni,te automaton over the alphabets X and O
is a triple A: (S.c,Va, Fe), where

. ,Se is a finite nonempty set of states.,

r Va is a totai function from ,Sa x X to the set zso of. all subsets of ,S.q, called
the transition table,

o Fa is a mapping from the set of states Sa into the output alphabet O, called
output function.

As we will study orrly finite automata (deterministic or nondeterministic) in
this Thesis, we wiil omit the word finite.

In drawing graph representations of automata, we denote states by o and label
them with symbols from the output alphabet.3 In Figure 3.1 we have pictured a

means that there is a transition o from q to p, that is p € Y e(q,a), and Fe(q) :
u, Fe(p): p.

Figure 3.1

The function Ve can be extended to a function VJ : .9a x X* --- 2so, as follows:

Vo-'(q, )) : {q}, for all Q € Se,
'%,(q,ow) : U Va(s, tu), for all g € Se,o e. X, u.r € 8".

s€Va(g,a)

Let .4 : (S.a, Va, Fa) be a nondeterministic automaton. There are several ways
to introduce the notion of "response" of A to an input sequence of signals. Take
'tr: or...on € E* and se € Sa. Atrajectoryof A or se and tl is a sequence

S0r51,..,rSn

of statessuchthat s;..,,1 € Vn(si,o6a1) forall 0 < i (-n-I. Atrajectory
s0, sr, . , . ,sn emits the output .F'a(so)F,q(rt)... FeG) e O*.

2In almost all examples we will be using the binary alphabet p : {0, 1}.
sSometimes. we omit the name of the state.
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The total reEponle, denoted by Ea, is a function which to any (t, r) € ^9a 
x X*

assigns the set Ra(s,u.') of all outputs emitted by all trajectories of A on s and tl.
The final response of A is a function /a which to any pair (s, w) e Sa x E" assigns

the subset of all last symbols occurring in words in Ra(s, u).
Formaily, the total response of a nondeterministic automaton A is the total

function Re : Se x E* -r2o* ,

Ra(s,.\) : {Fa(")},
Ra(s,ow): U F,c(r).Re(q,w),

qeVa (s,o)

where g,s € Sa, o € E, ur € X* and for r € O and Y g O*, x'Y : {rA ly€ y}.
Define the function last: O*--+O bv

/ast(.\) : .\,

Iast(wo) : 0)

for o € O, w € O*. Then lhe final response is the total function f a: Sa X E*-Zo,
f o(s,*): {Iast(u)lu e ,Ra(s,tr)}.

In case Va(g, o) has at most one element for every Q € S,q, and a € X, then
the automaton will be called d,eterministi,c i,ncompletea. In this case we write Aa
instead of Vr. Since Aa is a partial function, D(Ao) denotes the domain of Aa.
Thus D(Aa) is a subset of Sa x E and needs not include every statrinput pair. For
a current state q € ,Sa and a current input o € D, Le(q,a) is the next state of A rt
(q,o) e D(La); otherwise, the next state is undefined. Formally, Aa : 5a xX 3 Se
and for any q € ,Se and o €8,

Aa(q, o) : p ifr Y(p,o) : {p}

and
La(q,o) : m iff V(P, o) : 0'

The extension of the transition function Aa to a partial function, denoted by

&-,AA-': ^9a x t* 3,S4, actsasfollows: foreverys€,Sa, u€X* and a€X,

S(s, )) : t,

i(s.ow\: { lo(aa(s, a), tu), if Aa(s, o) * x,
^\etvwt I *, otherwise.

For all p Q 5,q,, the set

W,q(p): {u € t. lfi@,w) I x}
aGinsburg [  ] ha^s studied Mealy machines with incomplete transitions.
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consists of all words leading to full trajectories on state p. Following Ginsburg [36],
we say that a word u is applicable to the state p if u € We@).

The following lemma is a direct consequence of definitions.

Lemma 3.L Let A: (Se,Le,Fe) be an'incomplete automaton. Then

t) For any word, w : o1o2...on € X*, o; € X, 1 < i < n, and any

state s € Sa, if $(s,u) + €, then $(s,o) + F, A,a-'(s, o1az) +
F,..., Aa(s, otoz...on-r) lx.

2) For all p e Sa and, u,,u e E*,

uu € Wa(p) iff " e W,q(p) and u e Wa(M(p, u)).

3) For allp€ Se, tr eWe@).

For an incomplete automaton, the total response is a sequence of outputs emit-
ted by all the states that are visited in the entire computation of the input, whereas

the final response is the output emitted only by the last state. Formally, the total
response of A is the partial function Re: St x t* 3 O*,

.Ba(s, A) : Fa(s),

fte(s, ot - . . on) : re(s)ra(&.(s, o1))-Fa(Aa-'(s, oro))
. . . F',q(I;(t, o, . . . on)),

for s € Se, ot . . . on e Wa(s), oi e E, n ) I and 1 S i < n. The final response of
A is the partial function f e: Sex X" 3 O, f e(s,w) : Fe(Ti(", r)), for all s € ^9a
and u e Wa$). Note that D(Ro) : D(f i and always lR1(s, tu)l : ltul + 1.

Example 3.2 Let X : {a, b}, O : {0, I} and consider the three-state 'incomplete

automaton A presented'in Figure 3.2. The output function is defined bg Fa(p) : g

and Fa(fi : F'a(r) : 1. Clearly, R,c(p,,aba) : 0111, Rn(q,aba) : LL}L, and'

Ra(r,aba) : so. We also haue f a(p,aba) : l, f n(q,aba) : l, and f /r,aba): oo'

Figure 3.2
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F\rrther on, if Ve(g, o) has eractly one element, for every Q e Sa and o € E,
then the automaton will be called determi,n'istic (complete), and in this case we

write 6a instead of Va.s A deterministic automaton which is not complete will be

sometime called strictly incomplete. Note that an automaton A is complete iff for
all s € Sa, W/s) : E*. The extension of 6e to Sa x E* is defined by the equations:

6o(q, ,\) : g, for all q € Sa,

il(q,or) :il@A@,o),w), for all Q € Se,o eE,?, € t*.

In case of deterministic complete automata we have one more type of response,

the initial response. For completeness we list all definitions. The total response of.

the automaton .4 is the function Re : St x E* -- O* defined as follows:

Ra(s,,\) : Fe(s),
Re(s, ot . . .on) : Fe(s)Fe(6i(s, o1))Fa(fi@, op2))

.Fa(5"(s, ot . ..on)),

where o; € X, s € S,q, L 1 i 1n- The fi,nal response of A is the function

fe : Sex X* -. O definecl, for all s e,Sa and u,, € X", by fa@,w) : Fa(6(s,u)).
The i,nitialresponse of A is the functioni,a: ^9a 

x E" -+ O defined, for all s €,Sa
and u € E*, by ia(s,u,') : Fe(").

Consider, for example, Moore's automaton (given in [56]; see Figure 3.3), in
which Su: {1,2,3,4}, E : {a,b} and the transition is given by the following
tables

and the output function is defined bV Fy(1) : F*r(Z): Fv(3) :0, Fu(4) : 1. We

have Bs(3,baab) : 01000, Ru( ,aaa) : 1001, /.&r(3,baab) : 0, ftt(4,aaa) : l,
iu(3,baab):0, and i,nr(4,aaa):1. Its graphical representation is presented in
Figure 3.3.

sNotice that a complete deterministic automaton is an incomplete automaton with a total
transition function.
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Figure 3.3 (Moore's automaton)

Let A: (Se, 6e, f i be a deterministic automaton. The language generated by A
on the state q is -L(A, q) : {w € E" I f e(t(q,tu)) : 1}. The emptiness, inclusion
and equality properties for regular languages are algorithmically decidable and the
class of regular languages is closed under union, intersection and complement (cf.

Salomaa [65], Hopcroft and Ullman [43]).
In what follows we will omit the overline in the extensions of Va, A4, and 64,

i.e., we write V.q : V], Ao : f,', 6e:6i.
An automaton A: (Sa,6e,Fe) is reuersible if for every states p,Q e ,9a and

z € X* with 6a(p, u) : q, there exists a word u € E* such that 6e(q,w) : p.

An automaton A is connected if. for every pair of states s and p from Sa, there
exists a sequence of states st,s2,. .., srn such that

1. s1 :9,

2- 8*: P,

3. for any i € {1,2,...,rn-l]', there is o € X such that 5a(s1,o): $i11 or
6a("t*t, o) : st.

An automaton A is strongly connected if for every pair of states s and p from
Sa, there is a word u.r € E* such that 6e(p,w) : q.

Clearly, any strongly connected automaton is connected, but the converse im-
plication is false. Moore's automaton (see Figure 3.3) is strongly connected and
reversible. The automaton in Figure 3.4 is connected as any two states are corre-
lated by a transition but is neither strongly connected nor reversible as no transition
to state 1 is possible.
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Figure 3,4

The autorraton frour. Fig'ure 3.5 is,reversible as the only traasition out from
state 1 is to state 1 itseH and ftorn etates 2,3 and 4 we can rear.h aqy of tte states

2,3 w 4 ou various irnputs. The sane autom.aton is not conlrceted as state 1 is not
lilked with auy other,state.

Figure 3.5

18



Chapter 4

Simulations

Informally, an automaton .4 is simulated by an automaton B if. B can perform all
computations of A and produces the same outputs. We start with various models

of simulation for the case of incomplete deterministic automata.

Let A: (Sa, At, Fa) and B : (Ss, La, Fa) be incomplete automata, and fix
a mapping h: Se -- ,Sa. Consider the following conditions:

(i) For all s € S4 Wa@) 9Wa(h(s)).

(iz) For all s € Sa, Wa(s) : We(h(s)).

(iei) For all s € Se and o € Xal/'a(s), h(Aa(s,a)): A6(h(s)'o).

(iu) For all s € ,9a and w €Wa(s), fta(s, w): Ra(h(t),tr,').

(u) For all s €.9e and w €Wa(s), fd(s,w): f s(h(s),tr,r).

We define two types of simulations: weak and strong. In the weal< case, for
every state s € ,9a there is a state h(s) e Ss such that h(s) does everything that s
does (and possibly more) whereas in the strong simulation h(s) does exactly what
s does (and nothing more). Formally, we say that

o A is weakly s'imuhatedby B, A < 8,, if the mapping h satisfies (i), (iiz) and

(i");

r A is weakly f -si,mulatedby B, A iI B, if the mapping h satisfies (i), (iii)
and (u);

r A is strongly s'i,mulated by B, A < B, if the mapping h satisfies (ii), (iii)
and (iu);

o A is strongly f -si,mulatedby B, A K.y B, if the mapping h satisfies (ii), (iii)
and (u).

Clearly, strong simulation implies weak simulation, but the converse implication
is false as the following example shows.

15
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Example 4.1 The strictly incomplete automaton A, gi,uen i,n Figure 4.1, is weakly

simulated by the complete automaton B, g'iuen in Fi,gure 1.2, uia the mapping h :

Se - Ss, h(p): s, h(q):r; howeuer A is not stronglg si'mulatedby B as there

i,s no mappi,ng from Se to Ss which preserues the computational power of the state

p-

Figure 4.1

Figure 4.2

We will next study the conrrection between
strong//-weak simulation. It turns out that it
define simulation by total or final response.

strong/weak simulation and /-
makes no difference whether we

Theorem 4.2 For ang incomplete automata A and B:

l) A is strongly simulated by B i,ff A is strongly f -simulated by B.

2) A is weakly si,mulated by B iff A is weakly f -simulated by B '

Proof. We will prove 1), * for showing 2) the argument is similar'
If A is strongly simulated by B it follows from the definitions of simulations that

A is strongly /-sirnulated by B. Now we assume that A is strongly /-simulated
by B and we prove that A is strongly simulated by B. As we need to show that
two partial function are equal we have to prove that:

i,) Wa(s) : Ws(h(s)) for all s € ,Sa and

ii,) Ra$,u,) : RB(h(s),tr.') for all s € Se, w eWa@).
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As i) follows from the definition of the strong /-simulation we will prove i.i) by
induction on lu.'1. For u.r: .\ the equation r?,q(s,w): Rn(h,(t),r) follows from the
definition of the strong /-simulation. Suppose that fta(s, w) : Rn(h(t), r) holds
foralls € ^9a and tr eWa(s) with lul 1n. Letwo €WeG),lrl :n and o €I.
Then

Ra(s,wo) : Re(s, ur)Fn(Aa(Aa(s,u), o)).

By induction hypothesis Ra(s,u,,) : -Rs([(s),u.,). Since Aa(Aa(s,ut),o) :
Aa(s,'uo), we have h(Aa(s, ura)) : As(h(s) ,wo). Therefore

Fa(Aa(s, wo)) : FB(h(AA(s, u.'o))) : Fa(As(h(s),wo)).

Finally we have

Rs(h(s), wo) : R6(h(s), w)h(L's(h(s),wo)): Ea(s, wo)' n

Lemma 4.3 If h: Sa --- .9a and B strongly/weakly (or f-strongly/f-weakly) si,mu-

lates A ui,a h, then h(A,a(", r)) : As(h(s) ,w), for aII s € Se, w eWa$).

Proof. Let assume that B f -weakly simulates A via h, and fix s € ,9a.

Notice that for all u.r e WeG), Aa(s, w) I x, and h(Aa(s, ?r)) I a. To prove

that h(Aa(",r)) : As(h(s),u.r), for w € Wa@), we will use induction on lrul.
When lrl : 0 it follows that h(Aa(t, r)) : h(Ae(s, ))) : h(s) and A6(h(s), to) :
A6(h(s), )) : h(s). So the above equality holds for ltul : g. Assume that it
holdsforall l*l< n.Letnoww eWa(s) beuowitha € Xand lul :2.
Tlren h(Aa(s,tu)) : h(An(s, uo)) : h(A/(AA(s,z),o))) : Aa(h(Aa(s,u)),o),
: Ar(As(h("),u,),o) : Aa(h(s),uo) : Ar(h(s),r). As /-strongly simula-
tion implies /-weakly simulation, it follows that the above result is valid for /-
strongly simulation. By Theorem 4.2 it follows that the equality is also valid for
strongly/weakly simulation. tr

Note that for strong simulations the equality h(Aa(s, u)) : A6(h(s), tu) holds

actually true for all s € ^9a and ur € E*, since Aa(s, tu) : As(h(s), ur) : 6, for
w $ Wa(s). For weak simulations this is not the case; for instance, in Example 4.1,

Le(p,b) : - but A6(h(p),b): Ar(", b) # *.
The following result shows that in some sense all strong simulations preserve

the completeness of automata.

Proposition 4.4 Let A and B be incomplete automata such that A <. B. If B i's

complete, then A is also complete.

Proof. Let h : ,9a -r Ss be the mapping verifying properties (iz), (iii) and
(ir).

Assume that B is a complete automaton. By Lemma 3.1, this is equivalent to
the fact that W6(fi : E*, for any Q € Sa. Hence also Ws(h(p)) : X*, for any

t7
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P € Sa, and since We(p) : Wn(h(p)) bV property (ii), the automaton A is also

complete. D

Note that the converse implications in Proposition 4.4 fail to be true. Consider
for exampie automata A, given in Figure 4.4 and B, from Figure 4.3. Clearly
A < B via h: .9j -* ^9s where h(r) : g, but A is a complete automaton and B is

a strictly incomplete one.

Corollary 4.5 Let A and B be incomplete automata. If A K. B and B K. A, then

A and B are both either complete or strictly incomplete automata.

Proposition 4.4 and Corollary 4.5 are equally valid for strongly /-simulation
because of Theorem 4.2. For weak simulations there is no corresponding result.

In particular, Corollary 4.5 does not hold for weak simulations. For instance, the
incomplete automata A and B, given in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 respectively, are weakly
simulating each other, even though A is strictly incomplete and B is complete.

Figure 4.3

Figure 4.4

The behavioral simulation, which is weaker than all previous simulations, makes

use only of the outputs produced by the automaton, but not of the transition
Aa (which cannot be rneasured under the physical interpretation of automatu ').
To motivate the following formalization, consider the incomplete automata A and
B from Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.

llf the automaton is conceived as a black box, then its internal structure remains "hidden"l
the experimenter can only check the output produced by the automaton, which can be thought
as a mea.surement.
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Figure 4.5

Figure 4,6

Neither .A nor B strongly (nor weaftly) sirnulates the other one ag any p-ossible

sinulation mapping h from 
^9a 

to ,5i must aseooiate pr to qri $o h(pi = 91. tlreno

on one sJde

h(pt\ - h(Aa(pr, a)) : Aa(h(pr), a)) = Aa(qr, 6') : qz

a,nd, ou the other gide

h(pt| - h(aa(?i, b)) - aa(h(pr), b)) : Ar(st, b) - Eao

which is impossible.
Neverthelesa, if we eoiuider the mapping lhr : $a + SBo

ftrkr) - e\r h{pil : 82, h{Pt) : tl+, hr(pt) : Es,

we notice that tor any state x € Sa there is a state lut(a) € ,5a sueh that startiug
fron this state, B respords to any word w e Wa(hi(")), in the s€t@e waf as A
startiing fr,oni the state c. There ie also a mapping h2: Ss -+ ,Sa,

19

he.k;J: pr,ht(qz) - Fz,ta:(ft) : p2, and hg(qa) - ?xo
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having a similar behavior.
We are now ready to give formal definitions for behavioral simulations (called

in what follows B-simulations). Let A: (Sa, Le,Fe) and B: (Sr,A6,F6) be

incomplete automata. We say that

o A is strongly B-simulated by B, A <pB, if there is a mapping h : 5a -,Ss
which satisfies conditions (ii) and (zu).

o A is weakly p-si,mulated by B, A <B B, if there is a mapping h :,Sa -+ $,
which satisfies conditions (z) and (iu).

We are not going to define behavioral /-simulation since the result analogue of
Theorem 4.2 shows that this definition brings nothing new.

We also notice that Proposition 4.4 (and hence also Corollary 4.5) is valid for
strongly p-simulation.

Finally, notice that strong simulation implies both weak simulation and strong
p-simulation and weak simulation implies weak p-simulation, but weak simulation
and strong B-simulation are incomparable; for instance, in Example 4.1 the au-

tomaton A is weakly simulated but not strongly p-simulated by B, whereas A,
from Figure 4.5 and B, from Figure 4.6 are strongly p-simulating but not weakly
simulating each other.

For nondeterministic automata we study only the behavioral (p) simulation.2
To this aim we need some rudiments of game theory. Informally, the behaviour of
a nondeterministic automaton A receiving an input uJ can be thought as a game

with two players: Player 0 and Player 1. A move of any player consists of picking
up a state of A. Player 0 picks a state p. Player 1 tries to pick up a state q such

that the observer cannot distinguish p and q using responses coming from p and g;

Player 0 tries to prove the opposite. For the sake of completeness we include some

simple facts about finite games.

Let T be a finite tree, and W be a set of some paths from T. Nodes on even

positions are pos'itions of Player 0; the remaining nodes are positi,ons of Player I.
A play is a frnite sequence of nodes

roUo - . .rteU*

such that 16 is the root of ? and the sequence rsls . . .r*Ar is a path in 7. A ganxe

is the pair (T,W).
A strategy for Player 0 (Player 1) is a function which maps every position r

of Player 0 (Player 1) to a child (i.e., an imrnediate successor) of r. For instance,
Player 0 can fcrllow a strategy g and an initial play according to this strategy can
be:

g (r o) a o s fu o) u, g (s r) a, g @ r),

where re is the root of ?.
We say that Player I wins the game (T,W) if there is a strategy g for Player 1

such that every play generated by g belongs toW; otherwise Player 1 looses.

2The only simulation leading to the construction of the minimal automaton.
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Fact 4.6 In the garne (T,W) one of the plagers wins. If Player I does not w'in

this game, then there is a strategy g for Player 0 such that euery play induced by g

does not belong to W.

Proof. Let Cw be the set of all nodes in ? which are the last elements of the
paths \n W. We mark elements of ? as follows:

Stage 0. Every element in Cw is rnarked.
Stage i + 1. Consider a node r. If. n is a position of Player 0, then r is marked

at this stage if all children of r a,re marked. Otherwise we do not mark r at this
stage (z may be rnarked at later stages). If r is a position of Player t, then r is

marked if some child of r is marked. Otherwise r is not marked at this stage.

Clearly there is a stage afber which no node will be marked. Thus, there a,re

two cases:

Case 1. If the root is marked, then Player 1 wins. The winning strategy for
Player 1 is the following: if r is marked and is a position for Player 1, then take a
marked child of r.

Case 2. If the root is not marked, then Player 0 wins. The winning strategy
for Player 0 is the following: if r is an unmarked position for Player 0, then take

an unmarked child of e.

Flom the proof of this fact we get the following:

Corollary 4.7 Consi,der the game (T,W). A strategy g is a w'inni'ng strategy for
Player L iff euery play according to g goes through marked nodes.

Let A and .B be two, not necessarily distinct, nondetermiuistic automata. Take
states p a Sa and q € Ss, and fix a positive integer n ) L. We define a game

T(p,q,n) between two players: Player 0 and Player 1. Again, Player 0 tries to prove

that outputs ernitted by trajectories which begin in p are different from outputs
emitted by trajectories originated in q. Player 1 tries to show the opposite. The
difference frorn the previous games is that Player 0 (Player 1) is nof restricted to
consider computations which begin from p (q) only. Player 0 (Player 1) is allowed
to pick up any instance of a computation which begins from q (p) as well.

Here is a description of a play. Every play has at most n stages. Each stage

begins with a move of Player 0 and ends with a response of Player 1.

Stage 0. Player 0 picks up either p or q. Player 1 responds by picking up the
other state.

Stage k + L ( n. At the end of stage k we have two sequences

PoPt . . .Pn

QoQr . ' .Qn

2L

and
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where po: p *d qo : q. Now Player 0 chooses a state either from [-lo6s V e(pn,o)
or from Uoer Va (86, o) . If Player 0 chooses a pr+r from [Jo.p V,s (pr, a) , then Player
1 responds by choosing a state qp11 from Uoer Va(qr, o). If Player 0 chooses a
gp..1 from UoerVa(gr,o), then Player l responds by choosing a state p;a1 from

Uo.r Va(pp, a). This ends a description of stage k + f of a play.

Let

PoPr . . .Pt

and

QoQr . . .Qt

be seqnences produced during a play. We say that Player I w'ins the play if for all
0 < i /-t, o € X, we have p; € Va(pi-t,o) if and only if q1 € Vs(q,i-r,o) and

Fn@): Fe(q)-
Flom the definition of the game l(p,q,n) we have the following lemma.

Lemma 4.8 If a player wins the go,nxe l(p,, q,n) , then he wins the game f (q, p, t).

Let A an B be nondeterministic automata. We say that the state p is equiualent

to the state q, and we write p = Q, if Player 1 wins the game l(p,q,n), for all
positive integers n.

Suppose now that in the garne l(p,q,n) the automata A and B coincide.

Lemma 4.9 The relat'ion: 'is an equ'iualence relat'ion on Se.

Proof. It is clear that : is symmetric and reflexive. For transitivity we suppose

that p : q and q = s and we need to show that p = s, that is Player 1 wins the
game f (p, 

", 
n) for every n. Let 91 and 92 be winning strategies for Player 1 in

games T(p,q,n) and f(q, s, n), respectively. Then a winning strategy g for Player
1 in the game f(p, s, n) can be described as follows. Suppose that at the end of
stage k (k < n) of a play the players have produced two sequences

PoPr. . .Px

and
5651 .. . 56

where Po: P and s6: s. If at stage k+l Player 0 chooses astatep6ls from

Uo.r Va(ps, a), then Player 1 follows the instructions bellow:

First, think of this m,oue of Plager0 as a n"Loae in the gam,el(p,q,n).
Secondlg, usi,ng the strateg! !1, respond to the moue 0,s you were i'n the
garnel(p,q,n). Thirdly, cons'ider thi,s response of Player I as a n'Loae

of Player A 'in the gamrc f (q, s, n). Fi,nally respond, using the strategg

92, to the moue as Aou were 'in the game f (g. s, n).

On the other hand, if Player 0 chooses a state s6a1 from Uoer Vrr(sr, a), then
Plaver 1 follows the instructions:
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Fi,rst, think of this moae of Player 0 as a rnoae inthe ganze f(q,s,n).
Secondly, using the strateg! !2, respond to the moue as gou were'i,n the

gam,e f (q, s, n). Thi,rdly, cons'ider this response of Player I as a rnoae

of Player 0 in the g&rne l(p,q,n). Finally respond, usi'ng the strategy
gr, to the moue as Voa were i,n the game l(p, q,n).

In both cases the strategy is clearly a winning strategy for Player 1. D

We say that A i,s B-si,mulated by B if there is a mapping h : Sa - ,56 such that
for all s € ,9e, s : h(s). We denote this fact by A <p .B.3 Thus, the function h in
this definition means that Player 1 wins the game f(p, h(p), n), for every n.

In Figure 4.7 there is an example of an automaton in which the states p and q

are not :, ir spite of the fact that they generate the same responses. Here is the
argument.

A) The states p and q generate exactly the same responses' namely:
00001,00000.

B) The following play shows that p and g are not equivalent:

r Player 0 starts with p/0 and Player 1 responds with q/0.

r Player 0 moves ro p1l0 and Player I responds with q1/0.

r Player 0 goes to q2l0 and Player 1 responds with p2/0.

r Player 0 moves to q3/0.

At this point, Player t has two options. If he chooses p3/0, then Player 0 moves to
qs/0 and Player t has to go to pa/I. We have got two different series of outputs:
00000 for Player 0 and 00001 for Player 1. If Player I chooses instead p5/0, then
Player 0 moves No paf\ and Player t has to respond with p6/0. Again we have got

two different series of outputs: 00001 for Player 0 and 00000 for Flayer 1.

sNote that the simulation relation defined above coincides with d-simulation of deterministic
automata, in case A and B are deterministic.

23
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1

L p'lo polo

F'igure 4.7



Chapter 5

Computat ional Complementarity

The difficulties in understanding and conceptualizing the complementa.rity phe-

nornenon served as a motivation for considering extremely simple models featuring
complementa.rity. The fact that ultimately complementarity refers to what an ex-

periment can or cannot reveal makes experiments with automata relevant.l It is the
aim of this chapter to introduce and study two new computational complementarity
principles expressed in terms of finite automata.

5.1 Moorets Theorem

Moore's paper [56] is the first attempt to study experiments on finite automata
with the aim of understanding what kind of conclusions about the internal states

of a finite automaton can be possible derived from input-output experiments.2

A (simple) Moore experirnent can be described as follovrs: a copy of the au-

tomaton will be experimentally observed, i.e. the experimenter will input a finite
sequence of input symbols to the automaton and will observe the sequence of output
symbols. The correspondence between input and output symbols depends on the
particular chosen automaton and on its initial state. The experimenter will study
the sequences of input and output symbols and will try to conclude that "the ma-

chine being experimented on was in state q at the beginning of the experiment".3

Moore's experiments have been studied from a mathematical point of view by
various researchers, notably by Ginsburg [35], Gill [34], Chaitin [17], Conway 122],

and Brauer [101.

Consider now a deterministic cornplete automaton A: (Se, 6* f e). Following
Moore [56] we shall say that a state q is "indistinguishable" from a state q/ (with
respect to A) if every experiment performed on A starting in state g produces the

lThey can be conceived as toy models featuring complementarity.
2To emphasize the conceptual nature of his experiments, IUoore has borrowed from physics

the word "Gedanken".
3This is ofben referred to as a state id,entification experiment.

25
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same outcome a,s it would starting in state g'. Formally,

Rn(q,x) : R.a,(q',x),

for all words r € D+.
An equivalent way to express the indistinguishability of the states q and y' is

to require, following Conway 122, p. 3], that for all tu € X*,

f nGe@,,u)) : fa(5n(q',w)).

Indeed,

Re(q,nrrz...nn) : f ek)f o(6"(q,rt))f o(6a(q,rp2))
. . fe(6 e(q, rtrz. . . rn)),

for all q. e Q, rraz . . . rn e E*.
A pair of states will be said to be "distinguishable" if they are not "indistin-

guishable" , i.e. if there exists a string r € !+, such that Re(q, r) I Ra(q' , r).

Moore [56] has proven the following important theorem:

Theorem 5.1 (Moore) There enists an automaton M such that any pair of its
disti,nct states are dist'inguishable, but there i,s no erperi,ment which can deterrni,ne

what state the machi,ne utas in at the begi,nning of the erperiment.

Proof. Consider the automaton M displayed in Figure 3.3 and note that each

pair of distinct states can be distiuguished by an experiment: 1, 2by r: a, 1,3 by
r:b,1,4 by fr: a,2,3 by r: a,,2,4by r: a, and 3,4by r: a.

However, there is no (unique) experiment capable to distinguish between every
pair of arbitrary distinct states. Two cases have to be examined:

A) The erperiment starts w'ithb, i.e. u : blr, u € t*.
In this case R,11(1, f,) : Ru(2,r), that is r cannot distinguish between the

states 1,2 as

Rp1(7,r) : RM$,Ar)
: f u(r)fuGM(1, b))R&r(6y(1, b), z)
: f u(r)f pr(J)Rp1(3,u)
: 00Ry(3, u)

and

R7a(2,r) : Ry(2.,bu)
: f ,(2)f v(6M(2,b))RM@y(2,b),u)
: f u(2)f uQ)Ry(3, u)
: 008p1(3, u).
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B) The etperiment starts
In this case .Rp1(1,r) :

states 1,3 as

Rp1(l,n) :

:

w'ith a, i.e. s -- da, u € 1".
R,vr(3, r), that is r cannot distinguish between the

R61(I,au)

f u{J)f u(6ir,1(1, a))R1r(6u(1, a),u)

f u0)f u(4Ry(4,u)
0lRp1(4,u)

27

and

R7q(3,r) : Rp1(3,au)

f u Q) f m (6 p1 (3, a)) Rp1 (5,y (3, a), u)

!u(3)f u@)Ru(4,u)
ILRy(4,a). tr

Moore's Theorem can be thought of as being a di,screte analogue of the Heisen-

berg uncertainty principle. Here is the analogy. The state of an electron "E is

considered specified if both its velocity and its position are known. Experiments
can be performed with the aim of answering either of the following:a

1' What was the position of ,E at the beginning of the experiment?

2. What was the velocity of. E at the beginning of the experiment?

For Moore's automaton, experiments can be performed with the aim of answer-

ing either of the following:

1. Was the automaton in state 1 at the beginning of the experiment?

2. Was the automaton in state 2 (or 3) at the beginning of the experiment?

aThe propositional system obtained from the Moore automaton is the modular lattice 4rz
(see Svozil [69, pp, 141-147]). An exact quantum mechanical analogue has been given by Foulis

and Randall [30, Example III]: Consider a device which, from time to time, emits a particle and
projects it along a linear scale. We perform two experiments. In experiment A, the observer

determines if there is a particle present. If there is not, the observer records the outcome of A
as the outcome {4}. If there is, the observer measures its position coordinate r. If r 2 1, the
observer records the outcome {2}, otherwise {3}. A similar procedure applies for experiment B:
If there is no particle, the observer records the outcome of B as t4). If there is, the observer

measures the r-component p, of the particle's momentuln. If p, ) 1, the observer records the

outcome {1,2}, otherwise the outcome {f,3}. Still another quantum mechanical analogue has

been proposed by Giuntini [37, pp. 159-162]. A pseudo-classical analogue has been proposed by
Cohen [21] and by Wright [78].
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In either case, performing the experiment to answer question 1 changes the state
of the system, so that the answer to question 2 cannot be obtained. This means

that it is only possible to gain partial information about the previous history of
the system, since performing experiments causes the system to "forget" about its
past.

Moore's automaton is a simple model featuring an "uncertainty principle" (cf.

Conway 122,p. 211), later termed "computational complementarity" by Finkelstein
and Finkelstein [29]. These type of models have been intensively studied from
the point of view of their experimental logical structure by Grib and Zapatrin

14L,421, as well as by Svozil [0S], Schaller and Svozil [66, 67, 68] and Dvuredenskij,
Pulmannov6 and Svozil [24]. See Svozil and Zapatrirr [71] for a comparison of
models.

5.2 Moorets Theorem Revisited
In this section we prove a slightly stronger version of Moore's Theorem. This
result will motivate the introduction, in the next section, of two new computational
complementarity principles.

Theorem 5.2 Moore's automaton satisfies the followi,ng proper-ty: There exists a
stateq € ,S,rr such that for euery tr.r € X+ there erists a statep* q (depending upon

w) such that Rp1(q,tr) : Ru(p,w).

Proof. Take q : 1 and notice that in case to : a".!,,we have 6p1(1, a) :
5,r.r(3,a):4 and fia(l) : fu(3):0, so we can take p:3, and in case u):bu,
then dy(l, b) : 6u(2,b) : 3 and fl1r(l) : f u(2): 0, so we can take p:2. tr

5.3 Two Complementarity Principles
Motivated by Theorem 5.2 we will introduce two new non-equivalent principles of
computational complementarity. Here is the basic idea. Consider the class of all
elements of realitys and consider the following properties:

A Any two distinct elements of reality can be mutually distinguished by a suit-
a,bly chosen measurement procedure.

B For any element of reality, there exists a measurement-depending on the
chosen element-which distinguishes between this element and all the others.
That is, a distinction between any one of thern and all the others is opera-
tional.

sThe terms "elenrents of realiQr", "properties", and "obsewables" will be used as synonyms.
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C There exists a universal measurement which distinguishes between any two
elements of reality. That is, a single pre-defined experiment operationally ex-

ists to distinguish between an arbitrary pair of elements of reality. (Classical

case.)

We define first the notion of 'odistinguishability". Assume that we want to
"distinguish" between two states p and q of the deterministic incomplete automatort
.4 by means of a "measurable experiment", i.e. by the responses of the automaton
to an input u € E*. There are two basic possibilities:

(i) The experiment is not releaant in case Le(p,*) : A,c(g,,,l) : m (so

Ra(p,w) : Re(q,w) : m); hence, another experiment is required'

(ii) The experiment is releuant in case u.r is applicable to at least one state p or
q; in this case we have two further possibilities:

(r) , di,stingui,shes between p and q in case tr.r is applicable to both of them
and .Ra(p, w) * Rek, tu), or ur is applicable to either P or Q, but not to
both.

(b) trl does not di,st'inguish, between p and q in case a.r is applicable to both
of them and r?a(p, w) : R,q(q,w).

To summarize, w distinguishes between p and q Lf. Ra(p,u) + Ra(q,ur) (meaning

that either tu is applicable to both p and q and the responses are different or u is

applicable to only one of the states). In the remaining cases, ?.r, may not distinguish
or may not be relevant for distinguishing between p and q,

The above facts motivate the introduction of the following notions. Let
A : (,S.e, Le,Fe) be an incomplete automaton. The states P,Q € 56 ate in-
dist'ingui,shable if. and only if -Ra(p, w) : Rn(q, u), for all u,r € Wo(p)u.

If the states p and q are not indistinguishable, we say that they are distinguish-
able, and every word from the set

{w e W/p) UWA(il | Rn(p,u) I Ra(q,w)} (5.1)

is said to distinguish between p and g. In the same way, a word w cannot distinguish
between p and q if Rn(p,w) : Re(q, tu) or u / W.q(p) UWo@).

A natural questions arises: Does there exist automata having property C? The
answer is affirmative and the automaton given in Figure 5.1 is an example of such

an automaton:7

6a) Note that IVa(p) : W^d. b) In case A is complete, p and q are indistinguishable iff they
are RA-equivalent. Hence, because of Lemma 6.11, we can define indistinguishability by final
response /a instead of total response R4.

TNote that the complete automaton in Figure 5.1 is strongly connected, i.e. every two states
are linked by some computation.
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Figure 5.1

The experiment ba distinguishes between any pair of distinct states.s

Complementarity corresponds to the following cases:

CI Property A, but not property B (and therefore not C): The elements of reality
can be mutually distinguished by experiments, but one of these elements

cannot be distinguished from all the other ones by any single experiment.

CII Property B but not property C; Any element of reality can be distinguished
from all the other ones by a single experiment. but there does not exist a uni-
versal experiment which distinguishes between any pair of distinct elements.

A deterministic incomplete automaton A satisfies the first principle of comple-
mentarity if

1) for every distinct states p and q there exists an experiment wo,n (depending
upon p and q) such that Rafu,wp,q) * Ra(q,tro,o), and

2) there exists a state r such that for every experiment tu we can find a state q,
(depending upon tu) such that Ra(p,w): Re(q,u,w).

The principle Clmimics Heisenberg's uncertainty: indeed, any experiment will
fail to distinguish between the exceptional state r and some distinct state. Any
successful experiment in determining that the automaton A was initially in state

r fails to show that some other state, distinct from r is not the i,nitial state of .4
(even, this state is probable not to be the initial state).

Moore's automaton has been shown to satisfy the first principle of complemen-
tarity (see Theorem 5.2).

A deterministic incomplete automaton .A satisfies the second principle of com-
plementarity if

8An automaton having property B but not C requiring a longer experiment is presented in
Figure 5.12.

al
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1) for every state g there exists an experiment r.uo (depending upon q) such that
for every state q/ different from q, we have Re(q,uq) * Re(q',tr.'o),e and

2) for every experiment u.r there exists at least two distinct states q, q' (depending

upon trr) such that Re(q,w) : Re(q',w).

In view of 2), each experiment "generates" a pair of distinct states which exercise

a mutual influence, namely they cannot be separated by the experiment to; this
influence mimics, in a sense, the state of. quantum entanglement.Lo In a sense, C//
may be conceived as a tog model for the EPR effecf (see Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen

[25], Penrose [60, 61]), as well as for the Zou-Wang-Mandel effect (see Greenberger,

Horne, Zeilinger [38], Wang,Zor,l\{andel 179,741. Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen

showed how quantum physics requires that a property, such the poiarization of a
photon, could be measured at a distance by simply measuring the polarization of a
second photon that had interacted with the first some time previously. Now, if we

reject the idea that this measurement could have interfered with the distant object,
then we have to admit that the first photon must haue possessed the measured
property before the measurement was actually carvi,ed on. lnview of the fact. that the
experimenter can adjust the distant apparatus it follows that the property measured

can be va.ried. This is the reason why EPR concluded that oll physical properties

must be "reo,l" before they are measured, in open contrast with the Copenhagen

interpretation of quantum physics.ll There is a huge literature discussing these

controversial matters; Bell [3], Feynman [27], Greenstein and Zajonc [40], Rae [64]
are some particularly good references.

The natural reaction towards such bizarre ideas as uncertainty and the role of
the experimenter in influencing the outcome of an experiment is to dismiss them
(at least to some extent), to assume that they are just "illusions". Common sense

wiil tell us that behind all these sophisticated scenarios there rnust be a clockwork
of Newtonian deterrninism which sits in the world of certainty and objective reality
and creates the appearance of uncertainty and subjectivity to our imperfect senses

and inadequate measuring apparatus. This possibility was ruled out by the exper-
iments carried out in 1980s by a group headed by Alain Aspect working along the
lines suggested twenty years before by Bell. Their conclusion is strong: there is no
underlyi,ng clockwork, the spooky action at a distance, that Einstein hated so much,
is correct. We claim that CII reflects to some extent this state of affairs. Indeed
under CII, f.or each experiment r.u we have at least two states q,q' (as distant as we

like in terms of the emitting outputs f (q), f (q')) which interact via the experiment
?u: any measurement of q is affecting q' and, conversely? any lneasurement of g' is
a.ffecting q. It is interesting to note that this explanation supports Penrose's view
([61, p. 237]) that EPR effecfs are puzzle mysteries, that is genuinely puzzling, but

directly erperimentally supported. Greenberger, Horne and Zeilinger call similar

eNote that fta(q,.) is a partial function having Wak) as domain.
r0ln particular, this influence cannot be used to send an actual message from a state to the

other.
lllt is reported, that Bohr replied "Don't tell God what to do!" to Einstein's famous words

"God does not play dice".
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experiences simply mindboggling Giuntini [3S]. In fact, a second "reading" of these
phenomena could prove that their puzzling nature might "not be so puzzling", after
atl. Actually, we believe that a bit of the mystery associated with EP,R effects, in
general, and with CIL in particular, might not be so "puzzling" at all, and here

are two arguments.
The basic building block of a quantum computer is a gate that has two inter-

acting "qubits" 12: a control bit and a target bit. The control remains unchanged

and its current state determines the target: in case the control is 0, then nothing
is changed in the target, but if the control is 1, then the target undergoes a certain
transforuration. In case the control is in some superposition of 0 and 1, the gate is

"entangled", i.e., the two qubits are correlated in a nonseparable state, a situation
similar with EPB effects modeled by CIL The superposition and entranglement
make a quantum computer so different from a classical one.

A random (binary) sequence in Chaitin-Martin-Lof sense (see Chaitin [19, tS],

Calude [11]) is the prototype of the ideal chaotic sequence, in which no prediction
is possible to come true and no computation can be successful in approximating
more than a finite part of the sequence. However, such a random sequence satisfies
some very interesting, deterni,nisfic laws. Here are two examples:

a constructive property: each random sequence is Borel normal, in the sense

that every word of length ?? over the binary alphabet occurs in the sequence

with the exact expected probability, i.e. 2-n (see Calude [11]);

a non-constructive property: in each random sequence at least one of the two
symbols 0 and I must occur in arithmetical progressions of every length (see

van der Waerden [73]).

With reference to normality, in a random sequence each bit has, in the long run,
a "mysterious", purely deterministic, influence on all digits. This "effect" can be

tested (of course, only on finite initial segments of the sequence); it can be proven

"from outside", i.e. at the level of the meta-language, but it is "un-reachable" for
any observer from "inside".

A language-theoretic version of the EPR effect is related to the so-called d'epth

hgpothesi,s. Psychologists have measured the "span of immediate memorY", i.e.

the ability to memorize at a glance and repeat correctly randorn digits, nonsense

words, various items. It seems that the average ability is about seven (cf. Miller
[55]). The d,epth hypothesis suggests that much of the syntactic complexity of a
natural language can be understood in terms of this memory restriction.r3 FYom

a mathematical point of view this restriction can be modeled by the property of
projecti,ai,ty (cf. Marcus [52, chapter 6]) which, in a sense, me&sures the "long run"
syntactic subordination of words in natural languages. Again, the depth hypothesis,

12A two-level system cau be presented as a quantum bit, or, qubit.
l3The syntarc of English, for instance, has many devices for keeping utterances within the

bounds ofthis restriction; it has also resources to circumvent it, as to regain the loss ofexpressive
power,
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and more generally, any syntactic subordination, is "visible" from "outside" and

not from "inside".
Coming back to our formal model, let us notice that property C implies property

B, which, in turn, implies propertyA; none of the converse implications is true. For
the flrst case see Theorem 5.2; the automaton presented in Figure 5.2 satisfies the
second principle of complementarity.

Figure 5.2

Indeed, the following pairs of states are distinguishable by every experiment:
(1,2), (1,4), (2,3), (3,4). Accordingly, 1 is distinguishable from the other states
by w : a,2 is distinguishable by w: b, 3 is distinguishable by w: a and 4

is distinguishable by rl : b, so the automaton has property B. It does not have
property C because:

. any experiment tu which starts with b, i.e. ut : br,, r € E*, does not
distinguish between 1 and 3;

1 any experiment tu which starts with a, i.e. w : aA, g € X", does not
distinguish between 2 and 4.

Here are some more examples of incomplete automata satisfying CI and CII.
The automaton, given in Figure 5.3, has property A since any two states are

distinguishable. For instance, the word tr' : b distinguishes between e1 and Q2

since u.r e Wekr) \ W,c(qr). But it does not have property B. If we choose u) : ar
or ru : ctr, r e E*, then the states Q1 and Qz axe indistinguishable and if we choose

w : br then q1 and ga are indistinguishable. Hence there is no experiment which
distinguishes the state q1 from the other states.

On the other hand, the automaton, presented in Figure 5.4, has property B since

by choosing the words a, b, c, and o for the states et, Qt, {3, and Q4, respectivel5
each of them can be distinguished from the other states. There is, however, no
single experiment which can distinguish between any two states. For u.r : ar,
where r € D*, the states Q2 and qa, for ut : br the states Q1 and {4, and finally for
'uJ : crt the states Q1 and Q2, respectively, are indistinguishable.
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Figure 5.3

Figure S..4

Proposition 6,8 eoinplemenlarity proper.tdes CI, CII m,nnat appeor for complcte
autam.ata with'l,ess, than tour states,ra

Proof" Iudeed, tor the comp,lete autlNu.*aton A : (Sa, 6e, f i with l$l 5 2 the
above statement is clefl,r, So, let,5e - {f,2,3}. We only need to coneider tnto
caseg;16

raftis result wru ng,tia€d by C,olrway [22, pp. 2&231, for pvperfu L.
rEIt ia worth noticiug that this is true rcgaxd:less the sine of the alphabei, Inded, assr.railng that

E has,more than two syrnbols, the following aualysis should be eompleted vith ooe more case: if
f e$tt # f,rp),/e(2) I lx(3), amd fa(r) * ta$|, then C has property C.
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f. if /4(1) - fet?): "fap), then,no paii of states is distinguishable;

2. if /40) = f ntz)" and /s([) # ln(3), alrd the ctetes 1,2' are distiugulshable'
then there e-xistrs an experirnent ur,€ Dr such that E(l,ut) * E(?',uf. Since

ft(1) - f t(21# fe(3), B1(1,ur) *,En(3,ur) and Ra(Z,w) # 4*(3,tu).

.A,ccordingly, the aratoiuaton 4 has prqperty A iff it has ptoperry e.
tr

For incomplete automata, complementary properties CJ aud GII c;an be fornrd

already for -three. -state automata.

Propooition 5.4 Fmpefties eI anil CU h;old,. tru,e far thrve-state incomplnte aw-

tom,qta.

Proof- Qonsider the automaton in Figure 5,5.

:(
g')

," l0

Figure 5.5

It hss properff A since, for iirsta,nre t Nu ': b distinguishes between p rand r
(Ba(p, ar) : 00 # oo : Ra(r,at)). But it does not have property B since the
st-at-e p doee uo.t have an1,r single qrcgeriment which dintinguishes it from the other
states. Indeed, for u - a,fit the states p and q, and for u - b,fi, the otates p andr,
respectivelg are indistinguishable. Thus it has Cf.

Figure 5.6
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In the same way, the automaton given in Figure 5.6, has C.I.[, since now the

words b, a, and c can distinguish the states p, g, and r, respectively, from the other
states, but there is no single experiment which can distinguish between any two
given states. For tu : ar the states r and q, for w : br the states p and 9, and

finally for tl : cr the states p and r, respectively are indistinguishable. We also

notice that these properties exist even though the output alphabet has only one

letter.

5.4 More About Moorets Automaton
Moore's automaton can be used with different output functions to produce both
C/ and CII . The complement of the original output function leads to CI . To get

CII we can use each of the output functions in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. Let us prove

CII f.or the first choice of f u.Moore's automaton has property B as for 1we can

use ta - ab, for 2 we can use 'u: aab,, for 4 we can use w:b (any r.u is good for
3).

Figure 5.7

Figure 5.8
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The automaton has not property C as:

r (1,2) cannot be distinguished by any experiment w -- bA, g € E";

o if u: sn, for some rz ) 1, then 1 and 2 cannot be distinguished: Ru(7,f):
6n+r - Ru(2,a"), 6p1(l,a) : 4,6u(I,aa) : 2,671(l,aaa) : L,6p(2,a) :
t,,616(2,aa) : 4,6p1(2,aaa) :2'

o if u : a3nby, for some y € X*,n ) 1, then 1 and 2 cannot be distin-
guished: R,r.r(1, a3"b): g3n+2 : Ru(2,a3"b) and 6u(L,a3"W):6tt(3,,bA):
d,vr(3, il : 6 u (2, W) : 6 u (2, a3"W);

r if nr : asnah!|,, for some g € X",n ) l, then 2 and 4 cannot be distinguished:
Rn(Z,a}"ab) : 03't+3 : Rnr(4,a3"ab) and 6,y(2, as"ab7) : |u(Z,aby) :
6v(3,a) : 6*r(4, afug) : 6u(4,a3"abg);

c lf.w: asnaabA, for some U €E*,n) l, then l and 4 cannot bedistinguished:
R,'u(1, a3"aab): g3n+4 : Rlr(l, a!"aab) and 6,lt(1, as"aahy):6u(1, aaby):
6,n(3, a) : 5tt(4,aaby) : 6u(4,a\"aaby)-

5.5 Decidability and Complexity
Some natural mathematical questions arise: a) Is each of the properties A, B, C
algorithmically decidable?, b) How difficult is to test these properties?

Flom the work of Conway 122, chapter 2], it follows directly that for deter-
ministic complete automata the problem of testing whether two states are or not
distinguishable is algorithmically decidable. This means that property A is al-
gorithmically decidable. We will place ourselves in the case of incomplete au-

tomata. An incomplete automaton A : (Sa, A,q, Fa) has property A if for each

pair of its distinct statesp and q, there is a word w €.We(p)OWe(d for which
Rn(p,w) * Re(q, u.'). In other words the distinguishing sets

h,s: {w eWa(iluwA(q) | Rr(p, w) I R6(q,w)}

are nonempty for aIl p, q € Sa, p # q.

Consider, for each state q € Se, the fi.nite (complete) deterministic automaton
with initial state q

IuIq : (,S', E' x O,e,6, A),

where,g' :,Sa U {#} U tA} and X' : XU {)}, q is the initial and A the final state.
The transition function 6 is defined, forp € St,o €E,r € O, by the equations:

Le(P,o) tt Fn@): rt o f ), and Ae(P, o) * a,
A if Fa@) : r, and o: ),
# otherwise,

6(p,(o,rr, : 
{
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and, for p e {#,4}, o €Et, r e O,

6(p, (a,r)) : ff.

It follows immediately that for p € $-a and (41,"r)...(o",,r'n) € (E x O)*,
6(p, (o,0 n) . .- (o", 

"'")) = A iff

O1,... tom-r€ E,a6 : A, and Ea(p, 61...on 1) : Tl"'T'ns

and, hence, the lauguage aceep-ted by jl,I! is

L(It") : {(ru.), fta(q, u,)) I u e Wa(q)}.

We have- obtafured:

Theorem 6.6 Properbies A, B and Q urB algari,thrmieallg, deei'dable.

Proof" I-ndeed, we have:

A liias property A ifr '&,0 # 0,' for 
"ll 

p, g € Sa, p # q,

4 has p-roperty B ifffor all g e S.q, (}p*s&" # 0,

r{ has Property C iff flqesn fu*u&" * 0,

and, for any states p Md e,

&" * 0 iff (L(Mr) a L(Mq\;) \ (r(Mr) n L(Mq)) # fi. n

The automaton A in Figure 5.9 satisfies Cf.

Figure 5.9

Indeed, since aJ[ states a;re distinguishahle but for the states p and s t-here

is,no single erperiuent which disfinguiehes them from aII the other states. Tlre
applicable words for each state are the following:

W(q) = {A,dnb*}, W(r): {ctb*}1 W(t) - thn}, W@): {,\,a6*},

and th.e di$tingUishing sets are;
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Rq,, : {ac*b*,c+b*,c"b+}, Rn," - {ac*b*,b+}, Rq,p: {ac+b.},
Rr,p: {ab*,c+b*,"*b*}, &," : {"*b*}, Rr,: {b+, ab.}.

Hence A cannot have property B since

Rn,r) &,o) Rr,p:0 : Rq' fl.R",, [) Rr,p,

but it has property A since every distinguishing set is nonempty.

We continue by showing that the decidability of the property A in the incom-
plete case can be deduced also from the known result of the complete case (see

Conway [22] and Calude, Calude and Khoussainov [12]). Let A : (Sa, Aa, Fr)
be an incomplete automaton. We will turn it complete by adding an extra state,

denoted by o, which takes care of all undefined transitions of A. Formally, define

Ao : (Sa", Aa', Fa.) such that S4o : Sa U {a}. The transition function A4" is

the same as A4, except that A,a. @, o) : o if An(p, o) : oo, and A4. (ct, o) : o,
for all o € E. In order to distinguish o from the other states we have to make sure

that it produces a different output, Fa.(a): r where r 4O.

Lemma 5.6 An incomplete automaton A has property A ifr its complet'ion au'
tomaton A has property 4,.

Proof. Assume first that A has property A, i.e., every pair of its distinct states

are distinguishable. Since the new state a produces a different output, it can be

distinguished from the other states by the ernpty word. On the other hand, for
any pair of distinct states of A there is a word which is either applicable to both of
these states or to one of them. In both of these cases u, can distinguish the states

also in Ao.
Assume now that A does not have property A and Iet p and q be indistin-

guishable, i.e., .Ra(p, w) : R,s(q,u.') for all u.r € We@) : We(d. Take any word

u € X*. We can write it in such a way that u.r :'tto't) where u €. Wa@) (u may also

be empty) and uo Q We(il. But this meaus that A1. (p,uo) : a : L,a.(q,uo)
and, hence, RAo(p,*): RAo(q,r). Sop and q must be indistinguishable also in
A"

The following example shows that the completion automaton A" does not pre-

serve properties B and C. This is due to the fact that the states p and q can be

distinguished in A by the word tu which is not applicable to both of these states in
A but will become applicable in Ao.

Example 5.7 The completion map A ++ Ao does not presem)e propefti,es B and

C.

The automaton A in Figure 5.10 has property C/ since there is no word which
distinguishes p or s from the other states. However, the new automaton Ao in

39
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Figrue 5.11 haE pr=operff B siaee the word u) = ac distiuguishee p h,od ttie word
w: c- distinguishe$ .9, froiu the other otates, respee.tively"

Figure 5.10

Figure 5.11
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An interesting problem is to evaluate how difficult it is to test properties A, Bo

C. A way to look at this problem is to evaluate the shortest length of experiments
needed to decide properties A, B, C. This problem has been studied for testing
property A for complete deterministic automata by several authors, for instance
Chaitin [17], Conway [22]. The main result (for a binary alphabet) can be stated
as follows: To test property A i,t is sufficient to test the condition Rn(q,w) +
Re(q',w) for all words of length less than l(Sr)l -2. ln fact, it is trivial to notice
that we need only to test the above condition for words of length equalto l(Sa)l - Z.

This result is no longer true for properties B and C. Indeed, babababab

is the shortest word that distinguishes every pail of states in the automaton
A : ({1, 2,3,4,5,6,7},6, /) displayed in Figure 5.L2.

Let us notice that in general, the shortest word that can distinguish every pair
of states in the automaton ({1,2, . ..,n},d, /) where 6a(i,,a) : i * l,6a(i',b) : i,
for 1 ( i,Sn-2,6a(n - 1,a) : n-L,6n(n- 1,b) :|e(n,a):6e(n,,b): n,

fe?) :0,1 ( i' I n - 1, fe(n): 1) has length 2n- 5-

I o lq
b

arb
a!

( 711

Figure 5.12

Here is the argument. Each w € a+ab+ab+ab+ab(a -F b). can distinguish every
pair of states in Sa. The shortest word in that set is u : babababab. No shorter
experiment can replace tl:16

16We next use the classical notation for regular expressions (cf. Hopcroft and Ullman [43, pp.

2a2sl.)

4l
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r av€rl wotd ur € a(o * b)* cannot disti4guish between states 5,6,

r every lrprd u, e a!aa(u+ b)* caanot disti-nguish between'states 4, 5,

r €v:6rv w.ord ru € ,a*ob* ao{a * b)r cannot distingpish betrnteert states 3o 4,

r €\rery w'ord. ru € b+ab+ ab+aa(a + b)* cannot distinguish betvveen statee 2,3'

o evf,.qr word ro € b+ab+ab+ab+aa,(a + 6). ca,nnot distinguish beJween states

lr2'

Using Pr,opos,ition 5.6 and the next result due to e,oaway[22], we derirae thebest
bound fior iesting property A for an incomplete automatol.

Theorem 6.E (Conway) Left A - (Se,6a,fa) be a comp,lete automaton in a bd''

nury alphdlbet, lDl :2. To tp:st, proprtg A, for A dt t;s suffteient to test the condli,tion

Ra(q,w) + Re(p;w)

for aH word;s ef lcngth lSal - 2.

(5.2)

Theorern 6S Tke length of the shortest wperirnent need,ed to deeide proper,ty A.

tor an incarn.plete autorna,ton A: (.5*,6e,, fn) irz a b.i,nary alp,habet ts 1.9{l - 1.

Proof, Consider the complete autonaton As : (Sa', 6a^, fa-). By Theorern
5.8 it is sufrcieat ts test condition (5.2) tor all words of length lSa.l- 2 in order to
decide whether A" has property A. On the other hand, by Proposition 5.6, thie is
equivelent for testing whether A has property A. Sinse lSa. | : lsal + Lr this gtoes

ug the bound l,Sal - l. for ,an automaton A.
Nstice that the bound ls,nl : L eannot be improved. For the automato-n ^d in

Figure 5.5 the ,shortest e-xperiment distinguishing betw,cen the'states p and g in
autonraton A is'ur = ab. tr



Chapter 6

Minimality and Universality

In this chapter we state and solve a problem of minimization for automata with
outputs but without initial states and we relate the minimal automaton the the
universal automaton. In opposition with current solutions for the minimization
problem, in our model the minimal autornaton is unique up to an isomorphism.

6.1 Minimality
To construct the minimal automaton "equivaient" to a given automaton ,4 we have

to give a criterion for i,denti.fying those states of .4 which give the same response to
the same inputs. It is not difficult to see that any acceptable equivalence relation
should be "compatible" with all computations performed by A, i.e., it should be

"well-behaved" with respect to the transition table Va. Here is the appropriate
definition. A relation: on Sa is well-behauedrf.for allp: q (p,q e Sa) and for
every o € E the following properties hold:

1. Forevery y' eVe(p,o) thereis astate q'e Ye(q,a) such thatpt:qt'

2. For every q' eVe(q,a) there is a state p'e Vo(p,o) such that qt:-pr.

A well-behaved equivalence relation : should gua.rantee that any two : equiv-
alent states si,mulate each other. Having a well-behaved equivalence relation :,
one can consider the factor automaton Af = and prove that it is minimal.

The first "natural" equivalence relation that comes to mind is the following: two
states p,Q €,S4 are:1 equivalent if for all u; € X* we have Re(P,w): Re(q,w)'
Unfortunately, the next example shows that :1 is not well-behaved.l

Example 6.1 The automaton A in Fi,gure 6.1 has the following property: there

erist two states p,q € Sn such that p =r Q, but for all p' e. Ve(p,o) and q' e
Ve(q, o), we haue p' *r q'.

rSome other unsuccessful attempts to define the right well-behaved equivalence relation were
reported in [14].
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6. Minimality and Universality

Indeed, it is not hard to see that for all w € E*, Re(p,w) : Rak, u.'). It follows
that p :1 q. However, no p' e Y e(p, a) is :1 equivalent to any q' € Va(q,a).

0^l
a/-iHt

qlT{^

Figure 6.1.

Fortunately, the equivalence relation : defined in Chapter 3 ts well-behaved.
Recall that p : q if. Player 1 wins every game l(p,q,n), for ail n > 0.

Theorem 6.2 The equi,ualence relation: i,s well-behaaed.

Proof. In view of Lemma 4.9, : is an equivalence relation. Suppose that
p = q. We need to show that for every o e D and every p' € Y e(p, a) there is a
q' e V e(q,a) such that p' - qt. Let er,. .., Q" be all states belonging to Va(q, o).
Suppose that none of 91 is : equivalent to y'. Then for every q1 there is an n;
such that Player 0 wins the game l(p',qi,,n1). Let hr be a strategy for Player 0 to
win the game l(p',qt,n4). Then Player 0 wins also any continuation of the game,

l(p',,Q',ru * t),, for every natural number t. Let n be the maximal number among
all n1,. ..,fls and consider the game l(p,q,n). Suppose that in this game the first
move of Player 0 isy'. If Player l responsesby nottaking astate from {q1,...,Q"},
then clearly Player I looses the game. On the other hand, if Player 1 chooses a

state q1, then Player 0 simply follows the strategy hi. It is clear that in this case

Player 0 wins the game l(p,q,n) which contradicts the fact that p-- q. tr

Let A be a nondeterministic automaton. We define the automaton /V/(A) as

follows:

1. The set of states,S,r,r(a) of. M(A) is {[s] ls €,Sa], where [t] : {q € Sa ls =
q\.

I



6.1 Minimalitv

2. For all [q],[s] e ,S,111a1 and o € 8, [q] e Vy1a1([s],o) if andonlyif q €
Va(s, o).

S. F,vrral([s]) : .Fa(s).

The next lemma, concerning the relationship between A and lut(A), is an exact ana-

logue of the case for deterministic automata (see Calude, Calude and Khoussainov

[12] ) .

Lemma 6.3 The automata A and IUI(A) s'imulate each other.

Proof. We prove that automaton A is simulated by IUI(A) via the mapping
s -' [s], for all s € ^9e. We need to show that Player t has a strategy to win the
game f(s, [s],n), for each n. Suppose that at the end of stage k (k < rz) of a play
the players have produced two sequences

SsS1...56

and

lpollp'1. [puJ

where s0 : s and ho] : [s]. By induction, we can assume that pr = s*. Suppose
that at stage ,h + I Player 0 chooses & .s611 from [Jo62 Va(sr, a). Since ss = p6, b]
Theorem 6.2, there exists a pt+t € Uoer Y n(pn,a) such that sp..1 = Pr+r. Hence

Player 1 picks up this pr+r. Suppose that at stage k + 1 Player 0 chooses a hn+r]
from [Jo.;V ufq([po], "). Again by Theorem 6.2 Player 1 can choose a si11 such

that spal = [p*+rl.
Similarly, one can prove that the automaton M(A) is simulated by A via the

mapping ["J * min[s], where min[s] is the minimal element in [s] under some fixed
linear ordering in ^9a. tr

Say that two autornata A and B are equivalent (and denote this by A- B)
if. A < B and B < A. Clearly, the relation - is an equivalence relation. A
nondeterministic automaton A is minimal if for every nondeterministic automaton
B such that A - B one has lSal S lSal.

Our goal is to prove that each class [A] : {Bl A - B} corrtains a minimal
automaton which is unique up to an isomorphism. We recall that two automata
A and B are i,somorphic if there is a bijective mapping h : Sa '- Sn such that
for all s,p € Sa,o € E, p € Va(s,o) if and only if h(p) e V6(h(s),o) and
Fe(s): .Fe(h(s)).

Lemma 6.4 The automaton M(A) is mi,nimal.

Proof. Suppose that B is minimal. Let h : 5p161 --* Sa be a mapping such
that M(A) is simulated by B via h. Then h is one-to-one. Otherwise, there exist
two states lpl * lql in -9p11ay such that h(lpD: h([q]). Hence p = h(p), h(p) : h(q),
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46 6. Minimality and Universality

and h(q) - q. It follows that [p] = [q], and consequently, p = Q, i.u., h] : [q]. This
is a contradiction. Thus, lS,yrall S lsal. D

In the last step we show the unicity (up to an isomorphism) of the minimal
automaton.

Lemma 6.5 If B is min'imal and A- B, then B is isomorphic to M(A).

Proof. Suppose that B is minimal. There exists a mapping h : Sy6y -- ,9r
such that M(A) is simulated by B via h. Flom the proof of Lemma 6.4 we see that
h must be a one-tmne mapping. Since the automaton B is minimal, h must be

onto. Indeed, assunle by contradiction that there is a mapping g : ,96 --- Si1r(a)

such that B is simulated by M(A) via g and g(p) :9(q), for some p' Q C Sn. Hence

p = q. Since NI(B) - B, B cannot be minimal, a contradiction. Consequently, h

is a bijection from ,Slr(e) to ,96.

We need to prove that h is an isornorphism. It is clear that F1y11al([s]) :
f"(h([t])), for all s € Sa. Suppose that [s] € Viyrlay([p],o). We need to show

that h[s] eVB(h(lpl),o). Since lpl= n{il, there exists a q e Ve(h([p]),4) such

that q = [r]. Henceq: h([s]) since h establishes asimulation. If ql h([s]), then
since q: h([t]), we have lsnrtall < lsul. This is again a contradiction with the
assumption that B is minimal. Hence q : h(["]) and h([s]) e V6(h([p]), o). tr

The above lernmas prove the main theorem of this chapter:

Theorem 6.6 For eaery nondetermi.ni.sti,c automaton A, the automaton M(A) sat-
isfies the followi,ng properties:

1) The automata A and M(A) si,m,ulate each other.

2) The automaton M(A) is mi,nimal.

3) The automaton IvI(A) is uni,que up to i,somorphi,sm.

6.2 Other Models of Minimality
In what follows we will conipare the classical way of defining and constructing
the minimal incomplete automaton and the method presented in Section 6.1. The
problem of determiuing and deleting "superfluous" states of a automaton with-
out charrging it, has been unraveled by many authors such as Ginsburg [36] and
Mikolajczak [54]. Solutions to this problem depend on the precise definition for
"superfl,uous" states and "without changi,ng 'it", in other words they depend on the
requirements we put on mi,ni.mal real'ization So, when an incomplete automaton
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IvI can be considered to be a "min,imal representat'ion" for a given incomplete au-

tomaton A? The minimality condition is straightforward: M must have a minimal
number of states. The condition of "representing" the initial automaton can have

various interpretations:

o One way is to consider that ail outputs produced by A can be produced by
M onidentical input words; in this interpretation it does not matter whether
M can produce outputs which cannot be obtained from A.

r Another way is to consider that automata A and M must generate exactly
the same output sequences in response to identical input sequences; in this
case whatever output M can produce A must be able to produce and vice

versa.

The classical way to solve the minimization problem for incomplete automata fol-
lows the first approach. The solution consists in constructing a family of automata
with minimal number of states, which represent a given automaton. We will con-

sider an example presented by Mikolajczak ([54], p.11). A complete Mealy automa'
ton is a 6-tuple (Q, E, 0,5, F, q6) where

r Q is a finite set of states,

o X is a finite input alphabet,

o 6 : Q x X-+Q is the transition mapping,

r gs is an initial sate (from Q)

o Cl is the output alphabet and

. tt i Q x E---+f) is the output mapping, that is pk, a) gives the output associated

with the transition from state q on input a.

For the Mealy automaton A presented in Figure 6.2 two minimal Mealy covers 2

Arnint and A*1,.2 are given in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. We notice two facts:

r The automaton A is not reversible (hence not strongly connected), but both
its minimal covers are reversible (even strongly connected). This is not the
case for the minimal automaton obtained using the method given in Section

6.1.3

o There exist input words for which the output given by any of the minimal
covers cannot be obtained from the initial automaton A. For example, for
'tno: bab, A*;nl produces 000 on p1 and Arninz produces 001 on gr. .A does

not produce 000 and 001 or ?r.re for any state: indeed or rrle the automaton
A emits 100 on s3 and is undefined for s1 and s2.

2A detailed presentation involving covers can be found in Mikolajczak [54], Ginsburg [aa].
3See Proposition 7.4.
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Figue 6,'2

F'igure 6.8

Fieure 6.4

Ueing the method Bresented fun.seetion 6.10 one cau see that the inco-mplete

fuIealy Buto.mato,n pr,ss@nt€d in Figure 6.2 iB xriuiqral.
To concludei, th€ classica.l minimal mo el does not presenre the vrhole intor-

mation eneoded in the, initial autornaton though it usually hes less states and is.

clearly optimal in an w,eakerBense.
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6.3 LJniversality
Consider the following class of incomplete

{(Ar, p), (Ar,pz), (Az,ps), (As,pa)}, where
6.5.

automata with initial states: C -
Ar, Az and l4,3 are given in Figure

49

1l ,\: +bffi@-
Figure 6.5

Figure 6.6

The incomplete automaton U from Figure 6.6 has the following properties:

1. Each incomplete automaton A; is strongly B-simulated by U with a suitably
chosen initial state from ^9y:

1 War(pr) : Wu(qi and -Ba, (pr,r) : Ru(qr,u.'), for all tu € We'(p),
1 Wh(pr) : Wvk) and -Ra, (pr,*) : Ru(qt,tr.r), for all ur € We'(pz),

. Wer(pz):Wu(q) and Rar(ps,?r) : Ru(qr,tl), for all u.r € Wer(pt),

1 Wer(pu) : Wu(qz) and .Ra, (pn,w) : Ru(qz,Tu), for all u € We'(pn)'

2. The automaton U, starting from any of its states, is strongly B-simulated by
some automaton (At,p) from C:

t Ru(qt,w) : Rer(Pt,*), for all w € Wu(q),
. Ru(qz,u) : Rar(pn,,w), for all w eWu(q).

We say that U is a "universal incomplete automaton" for the class C. Our aim
is to define the notion of universal incomplete automaton and to prove that every

flnite class C can be embedded into a class having a universal incomplete automaton
which is unique up to an isomorphism; finally, we show that universality is related
to minimality.
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Suppose that we have a finite class C containing pairs (Ai, ql) of incomplete

automata Al: (Sr,Ao,4) and initial states Qi e S*'i,: I,...tn. An incomplete

automaton Uc: (Su",Lu",Fu") is un'iaersal for the class C if the following two
conditions hold:

1. Forany 1 <i<n, there isastates€,Sy" suchthat Wu.(t):Wer(q) and

Ru"(s,w) : Rer(qt,w), for all w € Wy"(s).

2. For any s E Sg", there is an'i, 1 < i < n, such thatWur("): War(q;) and
Ru"(s,w) : Rar(qn,w), for all w € War(q).

It is not hard to see that every incomplete automaton I/ (with no initial state)

naturally defines a class C(V) for which V itself is universal. Irrdeed, let q1, . ' . ,Qn €
,Sv be all the states of V, and for each i, define At : V. Clearly V is universal for
the class C(V): {(Ar, Q),...,(An,en)}.

Not every finite class of finite incomplete automata with initial states has a
universal incomplete automaton; nevertheless, we can always enlarge it to a class

which has this property.

Proposition 6.7 Euery fi,ni,te class of pairs of i,ncomplete automata and initi,al
states can be embedded into a fini,te class whi,ch has at least one uniuersal i.ncomplete

automaton.

Proof. Let f : {(An,qo) | 1 < i < n}, where Ai: (Si,Ar,fi). Assume that
all the state sets of these incomplete automata are pairwise disjoint. Consider the
incomplete automaton U,

u: (ulst, UlA,i, uTFt).

Let C(U) be the class as defined above and take B : I U C(U). It is easy to see

that f is contained in B and U is universal for B. tr

Theorem 6.8 The i,ncomplete automata A and B strongly B-sirnulate each other
iff A and B are uniaersal for the same class.

Proof. Suppose that A and B strongly B-simulate each other via h1 : Sa --+ $s
and h2: -9s -* ,Sr. Consider the class C(A), for which the incomplete automaton A
is universal. We show that B is universal for C(A). Suppose that (A1, q1) belongs

to C(A). Then for all w € Wa,(qt), ** have R4, (qt,w) : Re(hr(qr), tr). For every

Q € Sa there exists a state q' : hz(q) € 5a such that for the pair (A,q') we have

Re(q',u) : Ra(q, ur), for all u € Wa@). Hence B is also universal fot C(A).
Now assume that A and B are both universal for the class C :

{(Ar, q),(Az,qz),...,(A,,Q)}. For every Q € Se there exists i e {1,2,...,n},
such that Ra(q,w) : Rno(qr,T.r.,), for all tr.r € Wd,(q)- Since (A;,q;) € C and B is
universal for C there is a state h € Ss - say, the minimal one according to a fixed
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linear order defined on the set of all states - such that Ra, (qo,w) : Ra(pt,ur), for
all u,' € We,(q). Hence A is strongly B-simulated by B via the mappinl Qi e Pt.

Similarly, B can be strongly B-imulated by A. tr

An incomplete automaton .4 which is universal for the class C is said to be

m,inimal if it has the least number of states compared with all other incomplete

automata universal for the same class.

Fhom this definition and Theorem 6.8 above we obtain:

Corollary 6.9 The following statements are equiualent:

1) The incomplete automaton A 'is a mini,tnal un'iaersal automaton for a class

c.

2) For euery incomplete automaton B uniaersal for the class C, if A 4.p B and

B Kp A, then lsel S lSal.

Corollary 6.IO Let C be a fini,te class of i,ncomplete automata with initial states

and M the unique (up to an isomorphism) uniuersal minimal incomplete automaton

forC. Then M is a complete automaton iff aII aut'omata in C are complete.

In case of deterministic incomplete automata the equivalence relation = can be

expressed in one of the following equivalent forms:

L) Re(p,w) : Re(q, tr.'), for all ur € We(d.

2) f e(p,w) : f e@, tu), for all r.u € Wa(p).

Lemma 6.LL Let p and q be ang states of an i,ncomplete automaton A -
(,Sr,Aa, F7J. Then

1) p=no q iffp=toe.

2) p =n q implies Ae(p, w) =n Ln(q,w), for all w € We@).

3) p =ro q implies Fo(d : Fe(il.

Proof. 1) If p =ne then p =1 QbV definition. So assume that p =t e. First,
Re(p,f) : Fe(p) : f .n(p,)) : /o(q,l) : Fe(q) : Re(q,)). Assume now that
Rn(p,ur) : Re(q,ur) for all words u whose length is at most n. Then for any
o€E,

Ra(p,wo) : Rn(p,w)Fa(L,a(yt,wo))
: Rn(p,w)f a(p,wo)
: Re(q,w)f /q,wo)
: Re(q,w)Fa(A'a(q,wo))
: Ra(q,wo),
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52 6. Mi,ntmAJiW and Univet'saltty

tf wo eWe(p');,.othe.rur.ise, R*b,w'o\ : go,- Ra(E,rlto),
2) itet u eWe(pJ -WekD aqd dono,te r - A,c(p,u) ard s - Ae(qnro). The

appliea,ble uprds of r and I can be obtained from the applicable wordE of p and g,

Web) : {u I uw e W,*(p)} a,ud We(s): {u I wu C nta(q)}.

Since Wnld and I4ra(q) are equal, aloo the sets Wd(rl a,rd I4r,sG) a,re equal. On
the other hand, for any ut€ Wa(r),

! t(r,u) : f e(F,wu) : f e(q., wu) : /a(s, u).

Thuc r and s are indistinguiehable,. too,
3) Tho statement follows from the fact that F"(p) = f e@,4) - /e(q, A) -r,r(d. tr

For any- state s € S.e,let [s] deno.to ttre equivalence class 'of s under =, that
is, [sl = {p € ,$x I * = p}. TTre automaton M(A) : (Su,tay, AMgtl,,frvrt,lt} is
eons,tmeted as folloura: Sm{t+): {[sJ I s e,9e], and ror atl [tJ € SuH),

fnataliloD : &(s), qnd

f tAa(s, o)1, tt o €D n I4L(rs.),
aerral([uJ' 

") 
: 

t L, orhrrwise.

Ftom Theonem 6.6 we deduce:

CoroniqSy 6.L2 For ang two ninimal'dncamplete automata. A and B the fal,towiwg
are Wi,aa.trent;

L) A ovtd B strongtrg swnuXatc eoieh, ather.

2) A and B stravryIy, f-simulate earh attrier.

S) A and B strengly p-simwldte eaeh.otlter.

4) A and B arc, isomorpiYic.



Chapter 7

Testing Computational
Complementarity

In this chapter a package of programs for testing C/ and CII for complete determin-
istic automata is described and the results of using these programs for four-states
automata are discussed. We will have a particular interest in distinguishing re-

versible from non-reversible automata.l Very cornplex four-states automata, i.e.

automata having an operator monoid size greater or equal than 58, are reuersi,ble.

This supports a conjecture relating complexity and reversibility: highly complet
automata are reuersi,ble. To simplify the computational process we need a few
theoretical results which will be presented in the next section.

7.L Operators
A good physical way to look at an automaton, which is equivalent to the classical
mathematical one, is to think of A in terms of the transformations (operators) ?" :

Se- SA, o €E, T"(q) : Ae(g,a), as "push buttons" allowing the automaton
to change its states. Mathematically, we shall associate to A a class of operators
(?,).,er',

T- : Sa -* ,9.4, T*(q) : A(q, ar).

Clearly, for all u,,u e E* , TusTu :7,,t,, so (fir)rer. is a monoid (n is the neutral
element).2 This monoid is finite. To get a system of independent names we define
the equivalence relation u = u if Tu : fl,, pick from each equivalence class the
smallest word (in lexicographical order) and collect all these words into the finite
set ,S. Then each operator T, has a "name" fi, with u € ,S .

Sometimes the monoid of operators is a group, and in this special situation both
types of complementarity disappear. Here is the mathematical justification.

rAs reversibility is intimately linked to both quantum physics and quantum computation.
2This monoid is sometimes called the transition m,onoid, (cf. Clifford and Preston [20]); for

more details on the algebraic theory see also G6cseg and Perik [33].
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Theorem 7.1 The following three statements are equi,ualent:

GL) The operators (?,,)res forrn a group.

G2) Bach operator To, o € X, is bijectiue.s

G3) Euery operatorTo,o e E, has a right inuerse,

Proof. For the implications "Gl) =+ G2)" note that every Q is total Tou : T^,

forsomeu € S, i.e.,To,(q): q, forallq €,9,4, soQ isbijective. Astheimplication
"G2) + G3)" is trivial, let us assume that that G3) holds true, i.e. for every o € E
there exists a word zo (depending upon o) such that To,, : ?i. Clearly, 4 is

total.
As each operator has a right inverse, it follows that for each word u there

corresponds a word il such that 4rz - Tx. Indeed, if u : oroz...o,r, then T:
ron. .. ro, does the job. Now take 'p: Ti"(q). As

La(p,z) : A,q(A n(q,d,u) d) : Aa(A t(q,d),uu') : Le(q,d)

it follows that

Aa(p, fr) : Le(q,d).

Using again the trypothesis and the above equality we get

p: Ae(A e(p,E),2) : Ae(A a(q,d),d) : q,

which tells us that ft is the inverse of Tu. tr

Corollary 7.2 Each of the aboue equiaalent condi,tions G1) - G3) implies that the

automaton A is complete and, the equiualence of properties A, B and C.

Proof. Indeed, every operator ?- has an inverse T#. It A has property A, then
for each pair of distinct states g, q' there exists a word ?os,s, such that .Ra(q, wc,q,) #
Re(q',wc,c,). To get an experiment which globally distinguishes between any two
distinct states we proceed as foilows: we concatenate all words zuo,4ilf,4 (when g, y'

range in ^9e and are distinct) and we get the word tu such that for all distinct states
g, q' satisfies Ra(q, w) I Ra(U',w). u

Intuitively, the statement "G1) - G3) implies the absence of complementarity"
can be understood as follows. Suppose an automaton has one of the equivalent
properties Gl) - G3). Suppose further that an observer obtains a single copy of
it and adopts the following strategy. The observer runs an arbitrary number of
independent experiments. After each experiment, the observer records its outcome

3As each operator is a function from the finite set 5a into itself, it follows that an operator

Q is bijective if and only if it is injective if and only if it is surjective.
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and steers the automaton back to its original (unknown) state.a In this way, the
observer can make sure that the experiment does not irreversibly destroy potentiai
information about the initial state of the automaton. Indeed, the setup is similar
to Moore's multi-automaton configuration, with the only difference that not all
experiments are performed simultaneously, but only one at a time. In that way,

total and thus classical knowledge of the initial state is obtained.

This strategy fails for quantum systems. There, it is only possible to "re-
verse the wave function collapse" ( "reconstruct the state" ) if no knowledge of the
measurement outcome is left over. All obtained information is needed in the re-

construction process itself. And, since any copying of proper q(u)bits of quantum

information is not allowed, the strategy fails to produce the classical "elements
of reality." Because, stated pointedly, the observer either can make sure that he

recovers the original system, (exclusive) or records a single measurement outcome
associated with one particular experiment.

Flom an observer "from inside" the automaton is reversible, i.e. each compu-
tation can be reversed. To be more precise, an "inside observer" can reverse any
computation, but. the proof thal each computation can be reuersed, can be achieved

only at the meta-level, i.e. at the level of a language "speaking about the automa-
ton". An external observer is "losing" information in the process of monitoring
only the outcomes: for such an observer some computations cannot be reversed.

The si.ze of the monoid of operators is a measure of the complexity of the
automaton. In what follows we shall refer to this measure as the "size of the
automaton".

Experimental tests for the case of four-states automata show that each automa-
ton satisfying CI or CII has a non-comn'Lutatiue monoid of operators. In physical

terms, non-commutativity is a mathematical form of complementarity, meaning
that "there is no state in which both measurables have well-defined values simul-
taneously".

How far could one go from the monoid structure associated with automata to the
unitary transformations encountered in the evolution of quantum mechanical states
between measurements? A few warnings should be issued at the very beginning.
Automaton logic, like quantum logic, is stati,c. It is not concerned with dynamical
processes but with the inference of operational statements and their interrelation.
Also, quantum systems are defined in the entire richness of finite/infinite dimen-
sional Hilbert spaces and it can be expected that no finite structure can faithfuily
represent such wealth of mathematics (see Svozil aud Tkadlec[70]). Therefore, there
is little hope for complete "isomorphism".

4Bennett, 
[5], has used a similar stratery for avoiding a huge memory overhead in reversible

computations.
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7.2 Complementarity: Reversible Instances for
Complete Deterministic Automata

Everyone is familiar with the strange effects produced bv projecting a film back-
ward. This "strangeness" is considered to be normal in classical dynamics, as

was explicitly stated by its founders Galileo or Huygens.5 Quantum mechanics, in
which state preparations and measurements are irreversible6, raised serious doubts
related to reversibility and initiated the abolition of it.?

A new perspective on this issue came recently from computation theory.8 To-
day's computers erase a bit of information every time they perform a computation
corresponding to a rnany-to-one operation, (cf. Landauer [49], Bennett [5, 6], Fbed-

kin and Toffoli [31], Feynman [28]). Therefore, computational operations, such as

the explicit deletion of information or clearing some memory and that like, are "ir-
reversible." In spite of the fact that in the last 50 yeaxs the dissipated energy per
bit of computational operatione has decreased by roughly tenfold each five years

(cf. Landauer [50]) the erasure is done very ineffi.ciently, and much more than ,k?

energy is dissipated for each bit erased.l0
In order to improve the computer hardware performance we have to continue

to reduce the energy dissipated by each computational operation.
There are two alternative ways to approach this problem: a) improving by con-

ventional methods, i.e. improving the efficiency with which we erase information;
b) ultimately use computational operations that do not erase information, i.e. the
so-called "reversible" computational operations, which can, in principle, dissipate
arbitrarily little heat. As the energy dissipated per irreversible computational op
eration approaches the limit of ln 2 x kT, the use of reversible operations is likely to
become more attractive. If we are to reduce energy dissipation per logic operation
below ln 2 x kT we will be forced to use reversible logic.

The above facts show clearly how important is to model the idea of reversible
computational operation (for an excellent discussion see the paper by Bennett and
Landauer [7]). Recall that the automaton (Se,6n,Fa) is reuersi,blelL if for every

sFor instance, when they described the implications of the equivalence between cause and
effect as an "axiom" for their mathematical model of motion.

6Up to instances where the wave function is reconstructed.
7 "Actiae science is thus, by definition, extraneous to the idealized, reversible world it is de'

scribing", (see Prigogine and Stengers, [63, p. 6l]).
8More than 40 years ago Einstein had a similar point: irreversibility is an illusion, a subjective

impression. There is no irruuersibility in the basic laws of physi,cs.
eA good analogy is with friction. In practice there is always friction. The loss of heat energy

is normally large. Carnot heat engines-in which heat energy is converted into work and back
again, operate over a reversible closed cycle: they start off in a particular state to which they
return after completing a cycle of operation. This exercise cannot be done with zero energy cost
(the second law of thermodynamics) but it is-at least theoretically-possible to make the losses

due to friction as small as possible in case you run the engine infinitesimally slow.
r0Here ,t is Boltzmann's constant and ? is the absolute temperature in Kelvin degrees, so

kT =3 x 10-21 Joule at room temperature.
lrCondition G3) was used as a definition for "reversibility'' by Bavel and Muller [2]; it seems

to us to be too strong.
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states p,Q €S,q and u € X* with 64@, u) : q,there exists a word u € X" such that
6n(q,w): p. In other words, every input state of a cornputation can be "reached
back" from the final state of the computation, by means of a suitable computation.
A stronger definition was studied in the literature (see Bavel and Mulle. [2]).

Proposition 7.3 The followi,ng two cond'itions are each equi,ualent to reaersi,bilitg:

1. for allqeQ andu.r€E* thereerists awordz€ X" suchthatS(q,wu):q;

2. for eaery stateqeQ ando €D there erists aworduteD* (d,ependingupon

o and q) such thatS(q,ou!) : q.

Proof. We have to prove only the equivalence between the last condition and
reversibility. Indeed, if u : c1. . . o,.,, then

6a(q'uu!(Q'or"'oa-1) " 'ulak'"')u1): q' tr

Each of the above conditions is decidable, as we need to examine only words
of leugth less than the size of ,94, due to the Pumping Lemma (see Hopcroft and
Ullman [43, pp. 55-56]): for all Q € Se,u € X", 6e\,u) : 6a(q,u.'), for some

u.r € E* with length less than the size of Sa.

Experimental computations show that out of 359,040 reversible four-states au-

tomata:

o 26,688 satisfy CI; the minimal size of an automaton displaying Cl is 8 (see

an example in Figure 7.1); the maximal size is 79 (see an example in Figure
7.9);

o 16,128 satisfy CII; tt.Le minimal size of an automaton displaying C/ is 9 (see

an example in Figure 7.2); the maximal size is 145 (see an example in Figure
7.4).

We start with examples of automata having CI, AI and minimal size. The
automaton in Figure 7.1 has C/. Indeed, the automaton has property A: the pairs

of states (1,2), (1,3), (1,4) are distinguishable by any experiment, (2,3) and (2,4)
can be distinguished by Iu : b, and (3,4) can be distinguished by w : ab. The
automaton has not property B as for 4:

o ev€ry experiment u,' of the form ay, y € t* does not distinguish between 4

and 2, and

e every experiment r.r.r of the form W, A € X* does not distinguish between 4

and 3.
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Figure 7.1

The monoid of operutors has E elements

and tho induced table is the following;

$tate Ts r" T6 'Trs Tou T6" Tw T..oa

I 1 4 7 2 1 4 t 3

2 2 2 3 2 3 4 1 3

3 3 + t 2 1 4 I 3

4 4 2 I 2 3 4 I 3

o f) n n 'ILu laa 'tb" Tw T*;t
?',s Tx n 't'b 7'uu 7'e "I'ba 'tbb To,qb

Tq Tn Tro Tsb Trq Tsot Toa T6 T^ot

n 'rL ,Tfu
7'M T^s 't'1g, To" Tw 7'uot

'Iab
Too Too T^u* T@ Torb tk Tat 'l'eb

Tau T"a 76" Tuo Too 766 't'ba 'lw T*a
Tga T6 T*: Tw T@a Taql ?a' Tw Tasa

766 T66 'Ib" 'r'bb 7"" '1',& 7]5" 766 Tun,b

'l'orlb Iw.o T6q Too To* ru ?.]6" Tn 'l'"65

The automaton in Figure 7,2 sat-isfi,es CfI:
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Figure 7.2

The automaton has property B: the states (1,2), (1,4), (2,3), (3,4) are distin-
guishable by any experiment, so the state 1 can be distinguished from any other
state by u):b,2 can be distinguished by ur: a, 3 can be distinguished by tu: b,

a^nd 4 can be distinguished by u) : a. It has not property C as:

o if u : aa, U € X*, then bl and 3 are not distinguishable,

o if u :bU, A QE, then 2 and 4 are not distinguishable.

In this case the monoid of operators has 9 elements

and the induced table is the following:

59

State Tt To Tt Too Toa Tao Too Tabb Tboo

1 1 2 4 3 I 2 I 4 3

2 2 3 1 2 1 2 4 4 3

3 3 2 I 3 1 2 4 4 3

4 4 2 1 3 1 2 4 4 3

o Ts To T6 Too Toa Tao Tot Toth Tuoo

T" T. To T6 Too Too Tto T66 Tabb Tuoo

To To 't'oo '1',ab To '1',a; Too Taot Tabb Tooo

Ta Tt Tao Tut Tboo Tou Tuo Ta Tow Tboo

Too Too To Too Too Tob Tao Tabb Tabb Tboo

'1',ob 'f 'ab lLo '1',atb '1Lo" Tob Tuo Tou Tabb Tooo

Too Tao Tboo Tou Too Toa Too Tabb Tabb Tuoo
'l'ou Tao lbo T6 Tooo Tob Tto 766 Taua Tboo

Tabb Tabb Tdn Too Tboo Too Tu Tobb Tabb Tboo

Tboo Tboo Tm Tot Tboo Tou To" Tabt Tabb Tooo
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We continue with examples of autonrata bqvine Ctr, 'CII and rnalcimal size. The
automaton ln Figure 7.3 has CI and, maximum size (i.e 79). Thc p,air of states
(1, 2), (1,3), (1,4) ean be distinguished by any expednent. Fsr (2,3) and (2,4) we

can trse w - b; fo: (3,4) we can use w : &. So, it has properff A-
The automatoa has not prope.tty B as (2,4) eannot be dietinguisbed by any

eprperiment u) : &Ut g € E" and (3,4) cannOt be distinguished by any experiroent
u-Wrg€E*.

4ld ? tn'

& a

b

l.n111
q,

T,'he arfiomaton

Figure 7.3

in Figure 74 hae C// maximum size (i.e 1t[5):

Figure 7.4

The pair of statm (1r 2), (2,3), (2, 4) can be distinguiehed by any experiment.
The state 1 can b,e distinguished by any other state by rn = b,2,ca,D. be distinguished
by any expeniuent, 3 can be distinguished by ur - aab; ald4 can be distigguish€d
by ur - ob. So, it has B.

The automatou has not property C as
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o (3,4) cannot be distinguished by any experiment w : bA, g € X*;

o if to:sn, forsome nlL, thenland3cannotbedistinguished: R(1,4") :
an+l - ft(3, a");

r if u.r : a7nbU, for some y € t*, n) 7, then 3 and 4 cannot be distinguished:
R(1,a3"b) : s3n*2 : R(4,a3'b) and 6(3, a3"W) : 5(3,ba) - 6(r',a) :
6(a,by) : 6(4,a3"ba);

o if. w : asnabAl for some U € X*, n, ) 1, then 1 and 3 cannot be distinguished:

R(l,a3"ab) - a3'+g : R(4,as"ab) and 6(1, a3"aby): 6(1, abil :5(1,g/) :
6(3,abY): d(3, a3"ary);

o if u.r:a3naabA, forsomeg€ !", n) l, then l and4cannotbedistinguished:
R(l,a3naab) : o3n+.4 : R(L,as"aab) and 6(l,a3"aabg) : 6(7,aabg) :
6(1,Y):5(4, aabil: d(4, as"aabY).

The following proposition follows from the definitions of reversibility and con-

nectivity, and the fact that for all states p and g in ,Sa, and every string ur € X*,
p: |e(q,w) i,ff bl: Sntel([q],.,,).

Proposition 7.4 . Let A be an incornplete automaton. Then the followi.ng condi-

tions hold trae:

1. A is reaersi,ble iff IUI (A) i,s reaersible.

2. A is strongly connected itr IUI(A) i,s strongly connected.

3. A i,s connected itr M(A) is connected,.

There are 3888 classes of isomorphic four states reversible automata, 2725 have
property A, 2445 have property B and 2273 have property C. Automata with
monoid operator of size greater than or equal to 80 do not have CI and automata
with monoid operator of size greater or equal to 146 do not have C I I . Examining
the following tables we notice a few interesting facts.

r It seems that automata with a large size operator monoid tend to be reversible
(for our ca,se, all automata with the monoid size greater or equal than 58 a.re

reversible).

r Automata with operator monoid size 57 have a critical behaviour: none of
them are reversible and none of them have C.I nor CII. This means that
every minimal automaton of this type has property C. There is no other class

of four-state automata displaying these properties.

o Complementarity principles CI and CII appear mainly on automata with
small operator monoid size: the larger the size, the less likely rs C I or C I I .
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Size 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 x 9 10

All 3 62 277 599 649 812 780 740 518 476

Rev 3 18 22 41 44 82 34 156 66 48

Prop A 0 2 6 13 I4 34 15 77 25 23

CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 5 b

CII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

Size 11 t2 13 L4 15 16 77 18 l9 20

AII 450 540 496 396 148 224 r44 276 128 128

Rev 90 188 110 80 32 104 0 108 64 64

Prop A 44 TT7 53 34 27 63 0 58 32 38

CI 1 0 11 0 6 t2 0 I I 11

CII 6 3 2 2 2 D 0 2 I 3

Size 2l 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

All 80 64 16 510 280 72 32 48 24 16

Rev 16 0 16 366 r04 40 16 32 8 16

Prop A 8 0 8 310 85 29 11 24 4 8

CI 0 0 0 54 15 6 1 0 0 0

CII 0 0 0 13
Fl

0 0 0 0 0

Size 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

All 176 720 32 64 0 0 0 24 16 368

Rev 8 120 0 64 0 0 0 24 0 224

Prop A Ff
a 66 0 44 0 0 0 2l 0 196

CI 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 3 0 34

CII I I4 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 26

Size 4l 42 43 44 45 46 +t 48 49 50

Ail 160 64 64 16 40 16 0 32 0 0

Rev 744 48 64 l6 24 16 0 32 0 0

Prop A 84 36 50 8 2I 8 0 28 0 0

CI 4 6 A
= 0 6 0 0 4 0 0

CII 6 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Size 51 52 53 54 55 DO 57 58 59 60

All 0 48 0 0 0 64 48 32 16 0

Rev 0 48 0 0 0 64 0 32 16 0

Prop A 0 42 0 0 0 56 0 28 L4 0

CI 0 A
= 0 0 0 t2 0 4 2 0

CII 0 t 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 0
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Size 61 62 63 64 Oi) 66 67 68 69 70

All 40 48 32 32 0 0 168 64 0 0

Rev 40 48 32 32 0 0 168 64 0 0

Prop A 34 42 28 28 0 0 r46 56 0 0

CI 3 4 2 4 0 0 15 4 0 0

CII 11 4 2 4 0 0
F7
I 4 0 0

Size 7T 72 73 74 ,0 76 77 78 79 80

An 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r44 0

Rev 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L44 0

Prop A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t26 0

CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0

CII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Size 81 82 83 84 db 86 d/ 88 89 90

All 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Rev 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Prop A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Size 91 92 93 g4 95 96 97 98 99 100

All 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0

Rev 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0

Prop A 0 0 0 0 0 0 42 0 0 0

CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Size 101 r02 103 104 105 106 to7 108 109 110

AU 0 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0 0

Rev 0 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0 0

Prop A 0 0 0 0 0 42 0 0 0 0

CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Size 111 Lt2 113 11,4 115 116 t17 118 119 t20

Ail 0 0 0 0 0 64 0 0 0 0

Rev 0 0 0 0 0 64 0 0 0 0

Prop A 0 0 0 0 0 bb 0 0 0 0

CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CII 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0
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Size IzL L22 r23 L24 125 t26 r27 128 L29 130

Alt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 96 0 0

Rev 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 96 0 0

Prop A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 84 0 0

CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Size 131 r32 133 134 135 136 137 13& 139 140

All 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Rev 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Prop A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Size 141 r42 143 L44 I45 746 r47 148 I49 150

Ail 0 0 0 0 96 0 0 0 0 0

Rev 0 0 0 0 96 0 0 0 0 0

Prop A 0 0 0 0 84 0 0 0 0 0

CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CII 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0

Size 151 t52 153 t54 IDD 156 r57 158 159 160

Alt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Rev 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Prop A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Size 161 L62 163 164 r65 166 L67 168 169 170

AI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Rev 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Prop A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Size T7L L72 t73 174 L75 776 L77 178 179 180

AII 0 0 0 0 0 96 0 0 0 0

Rev 0 0 0 0 0 96 0 0 0 0

Prop A 0 0 0 0 0 84 0 0 0 0

CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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7.3 Complementarity: Non-Reversible Instances
for Complete Deterministic Automata

In case of non-reversible automata the sizes of automata having CI or C// decrease,

in the minimal cases, to 3. Here are two examples.
The automaton in Figure 7.5 has C/. Indeed, the automaton has property A:

the pairs (1,2), (1,3), (1,4) are distinguishable by any experiment, the word w : b

distinguishes between 2, 3, and 2, 4, while u) : e, distinguishes between 3 and 4'

The automaton has not property B as the state 3 cannot be distinguished from 2

by any experiment starting with a, and 3 cannot be distinguished from 4 by any

experiment starting with b.

Figure 7.5

The operators induced by the automaton in Figure 7.5 and their composition
table are presented below:

The automaton in Figure 5.2 has C// (see the proof in Section 5.3). This au-

tomaton has minimum size, i.e. 3, which makes the proof for non-C quite easy. In
this case we have three operators (Tt,To,76)-which are different from the opera-

tors of the automaton from Figure 7.3,
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State Tt To Ta

1 I 1 1

2 2 2 2

3 3 2 I
4 4 1 I

o Tt To Tu

Ts Tt To '1'b

To To To To

n Tt To Ta
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but their composition tables do coincide.
There arc 7476 classes of isomorphic non-reversible four states automata; 3491

have propertv A, 500 verify CI and 156 verify CII. There is no four-state non-
reversible automaton with the operator monoid size greater or equal to 59. Principle
CI disappears from the size 47 and principle C// disappears from the size 43.

State Ts Tn Tu

I 1 I 1

2 2 2 2

3 3 2 I
4 4 2 I

Size 1 2 3 4 5 6
,7
I 8 9 l0

All 3 62 277 599 649 812 780 740 518 476

NonRev 0 44 255 558 605 730 746 584 452 428

Prop A 0 2 33 133 179 266 300 223 208 22L

CI 0 0 2 L7 37 37 47 27 47 42

CII 0 0 I 4 11 13 16 14
,7
, I4

Size 11 t2 13 I4 15 16 LT 18 19 20

All 450 540 496 396 148 224 r44 276 128 128

NonRev 360 352 386 316 116 t20 t44 168 64 64

Prop A 179 2L0 247 170 65 63 107 116 52 49

CI 26 47 27 15 I 2 18 26 6 6

CII 6 13 7
.f
I 3 3 8 6 I 3

Size 2I 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

AII 80 64 16 510 280 72 32 48 24 16

NonRev 64 64 0 r44 176 32 16 l6 16 0

Prop A 46 53 0 108 80 12 6 L2 t2 0

CI 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0

CII 0 0 0 I 2 0 0 0 0 0

Size 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

Alr 776 120 32 64 0 0 0 24 16 368

NonRev 168 0 32 0 0 0 0 0 16 t44
Prop A L29 0 24 0 0 0 0 0 12 108

CI 36 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 T2

CII 6 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 6

Size 41 42 43 44 45 46 +t 48 49 50

AI 160 64 64 16 40 l6 0 32 0 0

NonRev 16 16 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0

Prop A L2 t2 0 0 t2 0 0 0 0 0

CI 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

CII 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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7.4 A Glimpse into Programs

Programs generating all equivalence classes of isomorphic automata and testing
properties A, C I, C.I/ have been written in Pascal. In this section we are going

to present some routines.12
We start with the list of the main types used in the programs:

const
1I = 6; {leught of input string}
cS = 4; {nunber of states}
cA. = 2i{nunber of letters in the input alphabet}
nrPair = cS * (cS - 1) div 2; {total number of pairs of

distinct states)
sizeD = cA * cS;{used for represerting the transitiou

function)
tyPe
cS-vector = arrayll..cS] of integer;{used for the output

function)
cS-cA-table = arraylt..cS, 1..cAJ of integer;

{used for the transition fr.rnction}
lX-vector = arraytl..IXl of integer;{for input string}
PairType = arrayl1. .nrPair, 1,..2J of integer;

digit = 0..cS;
four-vector = array[1..cS] of digit;{for f}
validT = 0..255;
TSet = set of validT;
TFunc = record

nr: four-vector;
label: string[40J;

end;
TArrayType = arrayll..255] of TFunc;
four-two-tab1e = array[1..cS, 1..2] of integer;
six-two-table = ?rrray[l..6, I..21 of iuteger;
six-vector = arraytl..6l of integer;
cardArrayType = array[1..145] of integer;

r2The routines heavily reflect, for efficiency reasons, the state size. However, with ninor mod-
ifications we can use these programs for the other cases as well.
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Size 51 52 53 54 DO 56 D/ 58 59 60

All 0 48 0 0 0 64 48 32 16 0

NonRev 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0

Prop A 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 0 0 0

CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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The funetion GetwmteX returns the repre,aentation of. number in base c4. If
the repres_entation has less than lX diEits, then it fiIls with 0 to the left, to get

lX digits. For example for mum,ber - 1,5, eA = 3 and LX = 6, GenerateX is the
rrestor 0 0 0 1 2 0.. This cubroutine is used to generate ur € Et and to te$Cf and
uL

functiou Ceueriatex (arnber: integer) : lX-vector;
const
base - aA;

var
k: integer;
quotieut: iuteger;
tenpVal: IX-vector;

begia
forK:=ttollds
tenpllal[k] := 0t

if (nuqber <> 0.) tbea
begin
quoti.ent r= uunber;
k := 1Xi
vhile quot:ieot >= base do

be.gia
tenpVal[kJ := guotie,nt nod base;
quotient := guotieat dirv base;
k:=h-t;

end;twhiLel
tenp\rallkJ := quatieat;

end;tif ..t-hen]
0ensra.teX := tenpVal;

end;

The procedwa GeneratePa'irs generates apd retnrns in the vector par all di+
tinct unordered pairs of statesl

procedurie Ge.neratePalrs (var pair: PairTlpe) ;
{cQ rust be a$ least 2}

var
k, t, e: iuteger;

begiu
k:=0;
fort:=ttocS-1do
f,ors:=t*ltocSdo
begiu
k:=k*1;
pair[k, lJ := t;
pairlk, 2J :- s;

end; tfor)
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e-ad; tprocedtrre]

The funetiot fesf r,et,rrn-s true if the input wrrrd. sVul,ue distinguishes between

th.e states firstQ, sewnilQ' and false otherwise-

firnction teet (deLtaVaLue: cS-cA-table; f:Value: c$-vectorl'
.firetQ, seeoudQ:integer; x,Value:' lX-vector) : boo].ean;.I

v.af
ternpFc: boolea+;
a, b: ioteger;
coruter: iateger;

begin
if (fValue[firstQ] <] fValuelsecoudQl) then
teEpFc := trEe

,eIse
.begilr
tenpFc := f,al,se;
a := f,irstQ;
b ::= EecOodQ;

couoter := 1;
while cou.4ter (= Ll( do
begin
4 := deltaValue[.a, xValue[cor,r0ter] + 1l;
b := deltaValuelb, xValuelcounter] + 1l;
:if (fValue [a] <>' fllalue [bJ ) tnen
beglu
teapFc != td-uei
cou[ter := ua:cfut;
eod

eLse
cor)Etet := eotrlter * 1;

end; t$hile EollnteEl
end; tit. .!hen. .e!,se)

t€st := tempFc;
endi {function test}

The function A0andreturnsrtrue if the automaton having the transitiou maP
ping Siv@ by deltaVo,true and the ou@ut mapping b fValue has property A and

false otherwise.

functioa ACond. (delta1|al.oe: cS-cA-tab1-e; fValue: c$-vector) : boolean;
var
tenplnseer, ootlTest: hoolean;
k, t, qFirst, qSecoud: integer;
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maxT: longlnt;
allPaire: PairType;
currentX: lX-vector;

begin
Geuerat€Pairs (allPairs) ;
tenpAnswer := f,als-e;
kr=tr;
whiJ.e h <= urPair do {for atl pairs}
begiu
q.First := allPairs[k, 1];
qSecond := allPairslki 2];
t:=0;
ma:(T := Power(2, IX) - 1;
nonTest := faLse;
while not (rosTest) and (t <= uarT) do
begiu
currentx := Generatex(t) ;
norTest := test(deli-aVa1ue, fValue, qFi:est, qSecond' ourreatl);
if uot (nowTest) thea
tl=t+1;

endl twhile t)
1E;=l(+tr;
if t = Power(2, lX) thea
K := naxlat

elgeifK=nrPair+Ithea
terlpAaswer := true;

eud; tnhile h)
ACond := tenpAnswerl

end; tfinctioa AGond)

The functiaa Bcond returos true if th€ autouraton having:the transition rnap
ping given by dettaVdue and the output mapping by fValue ha;s p-roBerty B and
false otherndse.

f,u:oction ECond (deltaVa1ue: cS-cA-table; fValue: cS-vector) : booLean;
va:E

,gf r :(12, t, naxT: integef,;
teup4oswer, rouTegt:r boole@;
eurr.attx: Lj(-vector;'

begi.a
t,gnpA4stfer r,= fa,Ise;
ql := t;
naxT := Fower(Z, 1I) - 1;
while ql <= cS do {for all q}
begin
t :,= O;

:while t (= na.dT do
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begin
currentl := Generatel(t) ;

d2 z= Li
shile (q2 <= cS) do
begin
norTest := test(deftallal.ue, fValue, q1, ,q2, currentX);
if (nowTest or (q1 = q2)) theu
q22=q2+1
eleg
q? := Maxlat - 2;
if (q2 = cS * 1) then
t := naxlnt - 2; {next ql}
end;twhile q2.)

t:=t+t;
lf (t = EraxT + 1) then
q1 := daxl:at - 1;,

eud;{rbile-}
q,l := q1 + t;r
if (ql = eS + 1) tlheu
tenPAaewer l.= true;

end; {while fer 91}
ts€ond := teupAas-cer;

end;tend B0oad)

The function CCond,returns true if tAe automaton having the transition map
ping $-ven by dnlta,VoJue and the output :rnapping by fValue has propetty C and
false otherwise.

frmction CCond (deltaVal-ue:
naf
t, k, 91, 92, naxT: iuteger;
tenpAnscer, norrTest : booleaa;
alLPairs: FairType;
curlentxi ll-vector,;

begiu
tgapADorrer := f,'alsei
Geaerate.Fuissr ( allPairs) ;

na,xT := Foiier(2, fD - 1;
t:=0;
uhile t (= maxT do
begin
currentl,:= GenerateX(t) ;
k:=l;
rbile,k (= nrPair do
begi,n

e1 :'= allPairs[h, 1];tcurreat f,lrst state]
{2 3= aDPairelk, 2] ;{current second state}
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nogTest := test(deltaValue,
if nowTest then
k:=1+k

eLse
k := naxlnt - 1;

ifk=nrPair+1then
begin

7. Testing Computational Complementafity

fVatue, Al, a2, currentX);

tenpAnswer :=
t := naxlnt -
end;

end;{while k}
t := t + 1;

end; {while t}
CCond := tenpAnswer;

end; {conditionC}

The functian IsReu returns true if the automaton with the transition mapping
given by deltaValue is reversible and false otherwise.

function IsRev (currentDelta: cS-cA-table) : bool-ean;
var
tenpProduct, base: cS-cS-tab1e;
i, j, k: integer;
a.D.slrer: booleaa;

begin
base := Basicl'latrix (currentDelta) ;

tenpProduct := basel
fori:=ltocSdo
tenpProduct := productMatrices(tenpProduct, base) ;

answer := true;
i := 1;
wbile (aaswer) & (i <= cS) do
begin
j := i + 1;
while (answer) g (j <= cS) do

begin
ansner := (tempProduct[i, j] = tenpProduct[j, i]);
j := j + 1

end;
i := i + 1;

end;
IsRev := tnswer;

end;

The following three functions are used to find the cardinality of the operators
monoid defined by every transition mapping of a complete four-state automaton.

true;
L;
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Gompose2fr,ans, a four-dime.nsional veetor, returns the composition of the firstTi
ond seeondIT. The frmction translnt0h,ange coserts a four-dimensional vector
to an integer number. The functian Gard,TX returne the size of operator nonoid
associated with the auto*mato-u whose transition mapping is given by .10r"st?1" and
,srcomdIT.
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functio :Oomllose2Tnans

vaf
index; integer;
tenpFc: four-veetor;

begia
for iadex := 1 to cS do
tenpFc[iadex] := se,c.utrdTrEinstTrliadex]l ;

Conpose2Troog := tenpFc;
end;

frrnction translntCibange (transFc : forrr-vector) : iuteger;
var
vec1, vec2, vec3, vec,l[: integer;

begin
vecl :,= cS * cS, * c.S * (transFc[1] - l)i
vec2 := cS * cS r, (transF-c[2] - t);
vec3 := cS * (transFc[3] - f);
vec4 :- transFc[4] - 1;
trans[nt0ha4ge := vecl + v'ec2, + rrecS + v€,c4;

ead;

firlrctioa caf;dTll (nyT1, q yT2: four-vector) :

valf
Loeatrftet: TSet;
Iocal: TArrayType;
finoll-, initiall: iateger;
currentT: fsgr-vector;
i, j,id: integer;
done: boolean;

begin
id:- (cs-1) +(cs-2)*cs+(cs-3) *cs*es ;

rocalset := [id];
iritiall. := O;

final.L := 0;
doue := false;
if not (translnt,Chauge(,nyT1) in localSat)

iateger;

(firstTri sseoudTr: four-vector) :

four-vector;
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begia
IocalrSet ;= IocalSet + ltrarxs-IlttChauge(uyT!)J ;

ffurall := finall + t;
trocal.lfinall] .ur := ny[l'
IocalElaall.l ,1.abe.1 ;= );r'

end;
if 'not (trarislntChaage(nyT2) iB local$et) then
begin
Iocalset'= LocalSet + [tia,uslntcharge(nyT2)J ;
fhaXl := f,inall; + t;
local[finall] .Er := nyT2;
Loeallf,lna1l.] .label := '1';

end;
doae := (ioitiall = fiualx.);
trhile [ot dotre do

begi-8.

initiall. := fioalti
for i := 1 to ioittall- do
for j := 1 to initiall do
begin
curreatI ;= Q;e-4pose2Tras-s(1oqa1[i] .ar, loeal tjl .nr) ;

if aot (trarslutGhaage(cirrentT) in locaLset) tb€n
begin
localset := local$et + l3fane_IltChange(etrr,eotT)J ;

fiF.,II. := finall + 1;
loca1[f,inall] .ar := currentTi
local ftina1ll 

" 
label : =, local. [t]i . tabet ,+ IocrrL [jI . tabet;

eadi
end;

do[e := (i.nnttall = fioa].L);
esd;

cardT[ := f,lna1l";
end;

7.6 Computational Compleme'ntarity Statistics
The experinaental results displapd in Seetions 7.2 elrrd ?.3 can bevisualized in the
fotlowing fiour graphico. Figures 7.6, T,V M 7.8 deal with the rerrersible case while
Figrue 7.9 is de-voted to aon-rernersible alrtromata.
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Reversibla Automata

Ip,op a lcr Elcrr

Figure 7.1: Reversible Automata (size 1-59)

Revcrslble Automata

Ip.p r lcr Ectr

/a

Figure 7.2: Reversible Automata (size 60-119)
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Automata

lerop n lcr Ecrr

Figure 7.3: Reversible Automata (size 12G180)

Non-Reversibls Aulomata

lptop ^ Io Ec"

30
Monoid Slze

Figure 7.4: Non Reversible (size 1-59)



Chapter 8

Open Questions

Many problems remain for further work. We mention here only a few of them:

r Explore the relations between universality and minimality for nondetermin-
istic automata.

For deterministic (complete and incomplete) automata there exist close re-
lations between universaiity (defined in this Thesis) and minimality: The-
orem 6.8, Corollaries 6.9, 6.10 and 6.12. Are these relations true for non-
deterministic automata?

r Find better upper bounds for testing properties B, C.

More precisely, are properties B and C essentially more difficult to test than
property A? Considering the automaton presented in Figure 5.12 it seems

that the answer to this questions is affirmative.

o Describe Cd CII for Mealy automata and for nondeterministic finite au-
tomata.

Classically, a Moore-type automatonl is a particular Mealy-type automaton2.
In the theory developed in this Thesis this relation is not true. Indeed, the
Moore-type automaton in Figure 8.1 is minimal in the class of Moore-type

dutomston is a Gtuple (8, E, O, 6, p,qo) where

Q is a finite set of states,

E is a finite input alphabet,

O is the output alphabet,

6 : Q x l+Q is the transition mapping,

go is an initial sate (from Q) and

p : Q---Q is the output mapping, that is p(g) gives the output associated with the state q,

?A Mealy-type automaton is a 6-tuple (8, t, O,6, p, {o) where Q,E,O, 6 and qs have the same

meaning as in the definition of Moore-type automaton, but p(q,o) gives the output associated
with the state g and the input letter a, where p I Q x E*O.
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automata. Wher considercd in the slas.s o-f Mea[V-type automata (qee Fig-
rrre,8.?) it is not a minimat MeaXy-type aut maton; the equivalent minimal
Nlealy-type a.utomatoq 6ee Figgne 8.3u in the lArger c-lass of Mealy automata,
is not allymore a Moore automatol,

Figr.ueS'1

Flgure 8.2

Figure 8.3.

,Svoail (oee [69]) has 6hown that MoEre's Theorem holds true for a three.state
fu,Iealy automaton. It would be, interesting to fsrmaliae C./ and CIl in thrs-

conterct.

r Investigate the inffuence sf tle size of the und€rlying alphabet.

In this Thesis we hav,e e,4plored malnly tbee and four states automata. It
would be extremely interesting to study thc cerse of stx etates automata (* *
e-leme.ntary physical particle is described by six parameters, three'positions
a,nd three morneuta).



I, Qpeg Sue,str-ons

Explore the relations between CI, Gttr and automatafquantum lqgics.

The,automaton logic (eee Svozil [69]), a lo,gic very dlose to quantum logic' de
seribesthe logicrl relations detonniued by rurining experiments on autonata.
Cao C- /and OIIbe expr6,ged. in terms of the automaton logic?

Invetigate the distribution sf CI arrd C/J in relation to the number of l's
in the range of the out:put funotions.

The simp,lest automata have the same inprlt tlnd output alphabet: E : O:
{0, t}. Preliminary experiments indicate that the dlstribution of l's in the
range of the output funetion playe a er,ueial role in deterrrrining CI, AL

Intuitively, "reversibiliff" should onclude both OI End d/f The definition
used in this Thesis is compatible with both cornplenentarity principles, so

tle definition used may uot be adeqrrate. A,n alternative deflnition is the
f-ollowing. .t{.n automaton A is rev,ersible if the function | ;.9a x E-+,9a x E,
givea bl' I(q, o) -, (6a (q , o) , Fe(q)J is; iqiesti:rc (equirnlently: surjeetirre) ' Is

thio rev.ersibility notion iueompatible with OI and' CIR
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